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Chapter 1

Introduction

My research work deals with the management of large datasets for traditional applications (multi-dimensional
or text databases) but also for more recent ones (pub/sub or social networks). My first work has concerned
multi-dimensional applications and more specifically distributed architecture for a set of servers in a central-
ized system. Then I started to study the indexation for plain-text databases and sequences. My recent work
focus on scalability issues for pub/sub and social network data.

Distributed multi-dimensional indexing

Multi-dimensional indexing is an important issue in many fields, including spatial and spatio-temporal
databases, multimedia databases, computer graphics, etc. The increasing number of objects handled by
multi-dimensional applications combined to the increasing storage capacity have raised many challenging
issues for the database community. A very crucial one is how to optimize data accesses. Indexing techniques
are strongly connected to 4 points: (1) the dimensionality of the data, (2) the space distribution of the data,
(3) the nature of the queries considered and (4) the centralized/distributed nature of the index. For my
research on multi-dimensional indexing I consider distributed structured, for non-uniform datasets where we
want to perform point, window and k-NN queries. Regarding the dimensionality, I first study spatial/spatio-
temporal structures (so low dimensionality) then structures for medium dimensionality (< 30).

There are many ways to distribute a structure but we decided to consider structures that conform to the
general principles of Scalable Distributed Data Structures (SDDS) [93]: (i) no central directory is used for
data addressing, (ii) servers are dynamically added to the system when needed and (iii) a client addresses
the structure through its image, which is a local cache storing a possibly outdated representation of the index.
Moreover our proposals aim at an even distribution of the processing and storage load over the participating
servers, and does not rely on “super peers” or hierarchical network topologies. Let us briefly develop these
principles in turn.

First, no central directory is used for data addressing. This aims at achieving a good load balancing
and fair participation of each server to the global storage and processing tasks. Using a centralized routing
structure constitutes a bottleneck and must be avoided. Note that the Master server plays the role of a
coordinator for some special and rare tasks (e.g., registering a new client or a new server). In most cases,
Clients directly communicate with servers and simply ignore the Master which is therefore lightly loaded.

Second, servers can be dynamically added or removed to/from the system whenever needed. A server
that joins or leaves a cluster first registers itself to the Master (failure management constitutes a somehow
orthogonal issue and is beyond the scope of my work). Registration is a lightweight operation which does
not require a heavy notification mechanism in a SDDS. Clients learn the presence of the new server through
lazy image adjustment.

Finally, a client addresses the structure through its image, which is a local cache storing a representation
of the distributed structure. Before submitting a request, a Client searches its image to determine the
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Figure 1.1: Network structure

appropriate server. Since an image can be outdated, a client may address the wrong server, in which
case an Image Adjustment Message is sent to synchronize the image (or part-of) with the actual network
configuration.

Distributed systems conforming to these principles are widely used. A well-known example is the Google
File System [51] which supports the Bigtable distributed range structure [24]. Figure 1.1 summarizes the
network structure. Since data is assumed to reside in main memory, efficiency is measured with respect to
the number and the size of the messages exchanged between the participants (including the Master and the
Client).

The characteristics of a SDD significantly differ from those of other distributed frameworks such as, for
instance, P2P networks. In particular, servers can exchange data in order to achieve an efficient clustering
and overall organization (whereas a P2P node comes with its own dataset), and we assume a full cooperation
among the servers of a cluster via point-to-point or broadcast messages. Stability and availability are also
much higher that in a P2P context, although it is well known that in a very large-scale system, the probability
that something goes wrong somewhere tend to become really important [137]. These issues are usually dealt
with via replication and consistency management, a topic which is beyond the scope of my work.

Finally, regarding the last characteristic of an index, i.e. its dimensionality, we first consider spatial
(spatio-temporal) applications and, with a similar approach, we propose an index for medium dimensionality
(< 30).

Spatial indexing

Spatial indexing has been studied intensively since the early works on Rtrees and Quadtrees at the beginning
of the 80’s (see [125] for a recent in-depth coverage). It constitutes now an integrated part of most database
systems engines which usually adopt the simple, flexible and efficient Rtree structure (e.g., Oracle, MySQL).
Recently, the advent of popular distributed systems for sharing resources across large numbers of computers
has encouraged research to extend centralized indexing techniques to support queries in such contexts.
However, only a few works so far have considered the extension of spatial structures and algorithms to
distributed environments. Since index structures are central to efficient data retrieval, it is important to
provide indexing support for distributed processing of spatial queries.

In this context, our proposal consists in a distributed spatial index, based on the Rtree principles,
called Scalable Distributed Rtree (SD-Rtree). It supports all the crucial operations found in centralized
systems : insertions (without duplication or clipping) and deletions; point, window and kNN queries. Nodes
communicate only through point-to-point messages. We typically target a cluster of servers providing fast
access to a very large collection of geographic objects. We assume that the cluster incrementally adjusts
itself to the size of the dataset, by adding or removing a server when necessary.

We analyze the access performance of our scheme as the number of messages sent to the servers on large
synthetic and real datasets. The performance analysis shows that on average, insert and point query over
N servers cost only one message to contact the correct server. If the first message is out of range (i.e., the
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Chapter 1. Introduction

contacted server is not the correct one), the cost is 2 logN , unless an infrequent split adds another logN . The
overlapping of Rtree nodes may add up to N messages but in general the cost is negligible. The processing of
window queries is also efficient, as the maximal message path length to evaluate a window query is O(logN).
We also assess the effectiveness of the structure through experimental results, regarding in particular the
role of images for load balancing, and the efficient and fair utilization of the available storage.

High-dimensional indexing

Indexes that provide best performances for 2D or 3D data, exhibit performances that degrade with the
dimensionality: the higher the dimension is, the higher the probability of any two nodes to overlap (and the
larger this overlap is). An important research effort has been devoted during the last two decades to similarity
search in high-dimensional data sets. Most of the approaches published so far consider centralized data
structures. It is however widely acknowledged that scaling to very large data sets requires the distribution
of both data storage and processing on a large number of coordinated servers [137]. The workload can then
be shared across the servers, and huge amounts of data can reside in the main memory of the participating
machines, putting the design effort on the security, robustness and efficiency of network exchanges.

My work focuses on the management of massive medium-dimensional datasets (< 30) in a distributed
architecture that follows SDDS principles. Our proposal, named DKD-Tree, is a balanced binary tree with
2∗n−1 nodes mapped to a set of n servers. Its structure follows the principle of the KD-tree [49]. Each node
N covers a subspace N.coverage distinct from the subspace of all the other nodes (there is no overlapping).
An internal node (or routing node) R defines a split of R.coverage according to a dimension i < d and to
a position p. The first child of R is a subtree that contains all the vectors in R.coverage such that xi < p,
and the second child contains the vectors such that xi ≥ p. To allow an efficient routing of the messages (for
inserting, deleting or querying) we rely on routing tables locally stored on each nodes (i.e., servers).

Pattern retrieval in strings

Strings are very different data from multi-dimensional data considered above since they present a lack of
structure and no dimension for analysis. As a consequence the nature for the queries considered in this
context also differs since multi-dimensional queries (point, window, k-NN queries, skyline queries, . . .) can
not be applied. Querying strings generally consists in retrieving all strings that match an input pattern.
This matching can be exact or approximate, and can be applied on stored text collection or on− the− fly
on input sequences.

In my work I consider exact matching for both text databases and sequences. While the first kind of
applications allows a pre-computing and a stored index, handling sequences assumes different structures
which can detect a match at running time on a new incoming symbol.

Pattern retrieval in text databases

Databases increasingly store data of various kinds such as text, DNA records, and Web pages. This data
is at least partly unstructured, which creates the need for full text searches (or pattern matching) [105]. In
main memory, matching a pattern P against a string S runs in O(|S|/|P |) at best [30]. Searching very large
data sets requires an index, despite the storage overhead and possibly long index construction time.

We address the problem of searching arbitrarily long strings in external memory. Currently deployed
systems for documents use almost exclusively inverted files indexing words for keyword search. However, our
need for full pattern matching in records where the concept of word may not exist rules out this solution.
Suffix trees and arrays form a class of indexes for pattern matching. Suffix trees work best when they fit
into RAM. Attempts to create versions that work from disks are recent, experimental, and focus typically on
specific applications [45, 116]. The literature attributes this to bad locality of reference, a necessarily complex
paging scheme, and structural deterioration caused by inserts into the structure. A suffix array stores pointers
on a list of suffixes sorted in lexicographic order, and uses binary search for pattern matching. However, a
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standard database architecture stores records in blocks and supports dynamic insertions and deletions that
make difficult the maintenance of sequential storage. A suffix array search needs O(log2 N) block accesses,
where N is the size (number of characters) of D. We are not aware of a generic solution to these difficulties
in the literature, and without one, these costs disqualify suffix arrays for our needs. Two approaches that
explicitly address disk-based indexing for full pattern-matching searches are the String B-Tree [45] and n-
gram inverted index [107, 75]. The String B-Tree is basically a combination of B+-Tree and Patricia Tries.
The global structure is that of a B+-Tree, where keys are pointers to suffixes in the database. Each node is
organized as a Patricia Trie, which helps guiding the search and insert operations. A String B-Tree finds all
occurrences of a pattern P in O(|P | + logB N) disk accesses, where B is the block size. Another direction
for text search needs are indexes inverting n-grams (n consecutive symbols) instead of entire words. They
are “disk friendly” in that they rely on fast sequential scans, provide a good locality of reference, and easily
adapt to paging and partitioning. However, the search cost is linear, both in the size of the database and
the size of the pattern.

My work introduces a new data structure for index-based full-text search called Algebraic Signature Index
(AS-Index). It follows the path of an inverted file based on n-grams. Its novel attractive property, unique
at present to our knowledge, is constant disk search time, independent of the size of the database and of
the length of the pattern. This results from its standard database approach for large-scale indexing (namely
hashing). AS-Index hash calculus is however specific. As the name suggests, it relies on algebraic signatures,
(ASs) [94], whose algebraic properties we can exploit.

Our experiments show AS-Index to be a very fast solution to pattern searches in a database. AS-Index
search only needs two disk lookups when the hash directory fits in main memory. In our experiments, it
proved itself to be up to one order of magnitude faster than n-gram indexes and twice faster that String
B-Trees. The basic variant of AS-Index has a storage overhead of about 5 to 6. A variant of our scheme
only indexes selective n-grams and has lower storage overhead at the costs of slower search times. All these
properties should make AS-Index a practical solution for text indexing.

Pattern matching in sequences

AS-Index assumes a pre-processing of the whole text collection to build the index and it must consequently
be discarded when considering on-the-fly pattern matching on incoming sequences. The detection of patterns
in sequence databases is a requirement of many applications such as analysis of stock market prices (where a
common problem for example consists in detecting two consecutive peaks in price patterns in order to make
a buying decision), search for DNA sequences, stream mining, etc. Motivated by these applications, several
models have been recently proposed to express pattern-based queries and to retrieve efficiently sequences
that match them [6, 128, 106, 124, 132]. Many languages proposed in these articles extend in some way
(querying, aggregation, data mining) the functionalities of SQL with some variant of regular expressions and
query evaluation techniques built on well-known pattern matching algorithms.

We propose an extension of traditional patterns with variables which can be bound to any value of
the underlying discrete domain during query evaluation. For instance, if a is a value and x is a variable,
the parameterized pattern @x.a.@x denotes all the substrings where a is preceded and followed by the
same value. This extension provides a much more expressive and flexible querying framework. Indeed, the
presence of variables offers many opportunities to match a pattern with a sequence by simply changing the
variables bindings. Moreover, the introduction of variables promotes patterns to first-class query objects,
since variables can be used in other parts of a query for expressing constraints (e.g., @x != c), joins (@x =

@y, where x and y appear in different patterns), output of variable values, etc. The constraints may be simple
comparisons between variables and constants, or more complex application-dependent predicates. Actually
the specific constraint language is independent from our extension because taking account of constraints is
a part of our pre-processing phase.

A potential problem associated with any extension of pattern-matching queries is the cost of the query
evaluation algorithms. In the traditional setting (pattern-matching on strings) several well-known algorithms
have been proposed to efficiently perform this search, either exactly [18, 78, 31] or approximately. Our main
contribution is an extension of the KMP algorithm [78] to parameterized pattern matching which preserves
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its linear time complexity and enjoys low space requirements. More specifically, we show that the space
requirements are independent from the alphabet or input sequence sizes, and that the time complexity
matches that of related algorithms in the worst case, and is lower on the average.

Next, we analyze the potential of parameterized queries to relax the matching constraints. Pattern
c.a.b for instance can be relaxed to @x.a.b, or c.a.@y, or @x.a.@y, etc., by replacing one constant symbol
by a variable. Obviously, a parameterized pattern matches a superset of the sequences matched by the
same pattern where one variable is bound to a constant symbol. We provide a formal description of query
relaxation. We also show how this feature can be exploited when many patterns have to be evaluated together
against an input sequence.

Relaxation allows the clustering of query patterns, and leads to a common evaluation of the parts shared
by similar patterns. This constitutes a useful feature in publish/subscribe applications where a crucial
property of the notification system is its ability to group subscriptions and to filter out events in order to
minimize useless or redundant comparisons [114, 100].

We implemented our algorithms and carried out several evaluations. The experimental evaluation shows
that our algorithm saves a large amount of computations and therefore decreases the query evaluation time
compared to a naïve approach. The filtering approach is also implemented and discussed.

Social data management

Finally I consider social data management. Applications in this context differ from traditional pattern
matching problem presented in the previous section since they assume a large number of “clients” which
may be interested by any piece of incoming information. This interest is expressed by a subscription in
Pub/Sub systems or by a following link in social networks like Tweeter or Facebook for instance. So for
Pub/Sub system the challenge is to efficiently retrieve all subscriptions that match an incoming item when
the number of subscriptions reaches millions, which discards proposals presented in the previous section on
pattern retrieval in strings. For social networks, since users are generally flooded by incoming news when
they follow popular accounts and/or too many accounts, we propose a filtering approach that requires an
efficient indexing schema to quickly notify users.

RSS feeds analysis

Web 2.0 technologies have transformed the Web from a publishing-only environment into a vibrant informa-
tion place where yesterday’s end users become nowadays content generators themselves. Web syndication
formats such as RSS [2] or Atom [3] emerge as a popular mean for timely delivery of frequently updated
Web content. According to these formats, information publishers provide brief summaries of the content
they deliver on the Web, called items, while information consumers subscribe to a number of RSS/Atom
feeds (i.e., streams or channels) and get informed about newly published items. Today, almost every personal
weblog, news portal, or discussion forum employs RSS/Atom feeds for enhancing traditional pull-oriented
searching and browsing of web pages with push-oriented protocols of web content. Furthermore, social media
applications such as Twitter or Facebook also employ RSS for notifying users about the newly available posts
of their preferred friends (or followees).

Unfortunately, previous work on RSS/Atom statistical characteristics [96, 140, 87] does not provide a
precise and updated characterization of feeds’ behavior and content which could be effectively used for
tuning refreshing policies of RSS aggregators [129, 120], benchmarking scalability and performance of RSS
continuous monitoring mechanisms [115, 66, 48, 64, 65, 130, 57] or comparing various techniques for RSS
items mining, recommendation, enrichment and archiving [17, 135, 146, 112]. In this paper, we present the
first thorough analysis of three complementary features of real-scale RSS/Atom feeds, namely, publication
activity, items characteristics, as well as, vocabulary of the textual content.

Our empirical study relies on a large-scale testbed acquired over a 8-month campaign from March 2010 in
the context of the French ANR Roses1 project. We collected a total number of 10,794,285 items originating

1www-bd.lip6.fr/roses
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from 8,155 productive feeds (spanning over 2,930 different hosting sites) whose extraction process is further
explained. Then, we have identified six representative types of information sources delivering their content as
RSS/Atom feeds: Press (for newspapers and agencies), Blogs (for personal weblogs), Forums (for discussion
and mailing lists), Sales (for marketing web sites), Social media (for micro-blogging such as twitter, digg,
yahoo! groups, and blogosphere) and Misc. (e.g., for news sites with medical or city/group information as
well as podcasts).

Indexing RSS subscriptions

Given that the amount and diversity of the information generated on a daily basis in Web 2.0 is unprece-
dented, there is a vital need for efficient real-time filtering methods across feeds which allow users to effectively
follow personally interesting information. For these reasons, we advocate a content-based Publish/Subscribe
paradigm for Web 2.0 syndication in which information consumers are decoupled (in both space and time)
from information providers and they can express their interest to specific information items using content-
based subscriptions. Keyword-based subscriptions will be matched on the fly against the content of incoming
items originating from different feeds.

To efficiently check whether all keywords of a subscription also appear in an incoming item (i.e., broad
match semantics) we need to index the subscriptions. Count-based (CI) and Tree-based (TI) are two main
indexing schemes proposed in the literature for counting explicitly vs implicitly the number of contained
keywords. The majority of related data structures [113, 44, 7] cannot be employed for conjunctions of
keywords (rather than attribute-value pairs) due to the space high-dimensionality. My proposal consists of
efficient implementations of both indexing schemes using Inverted Lists (IL) [160] for CI and a variant for
distinct terms of Ordered Tries (OT) [79] for TI and study their behavior for critical parameters of realistic
Web syndication workloads. Although these data structures have been employed to evaluate broad match
queries in the context of selective information dissemination [157] and sponsored search [80] or for mining
frequent Item sets [15, 101], their memory and matching time requirements appear to be quite different in
our setting. This is due to the peculiarities of Web syndication systems which are characterized [62] (a) by
information items of average length (25-36 distinct terms) which are greater than advertisement bids (4-5
terms [80]) and smaller than documents of Web collections (12K terms [157]) (b) by very large vocabularies
of terms (up to 1.5M terms) Note also, that due to broad match semantics Information Retrieval techniques
for optimizing ILs (e.g., early pruning [160]) are not suited in our setting.

A detailed analysis of Trie structures has not been conducted in the past while the Ordered Trie usage
has been discouraged in Pub/Sub systems due to the prohibiting performance exhibited in other application
areas studied in related work (e.g. document filtering in [158]). In our work we are going one step forward
in identifying real setting parameters under which Trie structures became competitive.

Filtering in micro-blogging systems

Micro-blogging systems have become a major trend over the Web 2.0 as well as an important communication
vector. In less than six years, Twitter2 has grown in a spectacular manner to reach more than 200 million
active users in August, 20113. Other similar systems like Sina Weibo4, Identi.ca5 or Plurk6, to quote the
largest, also exhibit dramatic growth. In such systems, the length of a published piece of news (called by
post in the following) is generally limited to 140 characters (14.7 terms [47]), so clearly greater than bids
(4-5 terms [80]) but smaller than RSS items [63], blogs (250-300 terms [98]) or Web pages (450-500 terms
excluding tags [90]). This last point is considered to be one the key factors of success for micro-blogging
systems.

In micro-blogging, a user, represented by his account, follows other accounts to be notified whenever they
publish some information. Conversely, s/he becomes a publisher for the accounts that follow him, which

2http://www.twitter.com
3http://www.jeffbullas.com/2011/09/21/11-new-twitter-facts-figures-and-growth-statistics-plus-infographic/
4http://www.weibo.com
5http://www.identi.ca
6http://www.plurk.com
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results in the existence of a large social graph. Micro-blogging is characterized by the heterogeneous nature
of the accounts. In Twitter for instance, there exist some high update frequency accounts (newspapers,
tech-blogs, journalists) and others that publish less than one post a week. Moreover there exist very popular
accounts (e.g. High-tech blog account like @techcrunch or celebrity accounts like @ladygaga with more than
16.8 million followers), and others with 0 or 1 follower.

For various reasons (security, advertisement, control policy, . . .) these systems rely on a centralized
architecture. Each post published is received by the system that forwards it to all followers of the publishing
account. Since most active accounts are generally the ones with the highest number of followers, the system
must face a tremendous amount of posts to forward. For instance Twitter, which claims more than 200 million
tweets a day, must deliver daily over 350 billion tweets7. This traffic overload (especially for high-followed
accounts) represent from an architectural point of view a scalability bottleneck.

On the follower’s point of view, the amount of posts received from the accounts s/he follows, between 30
and 200 depending on the system considered (see [84] for Twitter), lets him lost in the middle of long feed of
posts. This results in poor data readability and potentially loss of valuable information. A direct consequence
of this phenomenon is the high dynamicity of the graph: to avoid flooding, users follow temporary an account
to cover a peculiar event, and then unsubscribe because they can’t manage the continuous flow of posts [83]
[77].

In order to improve the user experience and reduce the network load, we have chosen to introduce filtering
in micro-blogging systems. The main underlying idea is that a user A follows another user B for some topics,
and consequently s/he wants to receive only a subset of B’s posts that matches his interest, expressed as
keywords. To scale, the structure must efficiently retrieve for an incoming post all followers of a publishing
account whose filter is satisfied by the post. While designing the filtering structures, we took a particular
consideration about specific aspects of micro-blogging systems which we can summarize as:

• short messages: the size restriction (generally 140 characters) means that we handle short documents
(e.g. the average length of a tweet is 14.7 terms [47]);

• account heterogeneity: micro-blogging studies have revealed account heterogeneity in term of both
update frequency and number of followers;

• graph evolution: As observed in Twitter [77, 83], users follow and unsubscribe often to other accounts.
The filtering structure must consequently be dynamic to face this phenomenon;

• centralized system: The social graph is stored by the micro-blogging system. This system receives
all posts and forwards them to followers according to the graph it stores. That means the whole task
is supported by the centralized system. Therefore we must reduce the filtering process time by trying
to manage the matching in central memory.

Our proposal is, as far as we know, the first attempt to propose such a structure that combines the social
graph and keyword-based filters in a micro-blogging system, considering the main characteristics of such a
system.

7http://latimesblogs.latimes.com/technology/2011/07/twitter-delivers-350-billion-tweets-a-day.html
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Indexing multi-dimensional data

The first work presented deals with an index for a large datasets of 2D/3D data. We propose a R-tree
variation which matches the SDDS requirements. Then We describe, based on a similar approach, a KD-
tree variation for large multi-dimensional datasets. It relies on routing tables which are used to efficiently
transmit the query to the adequate server.

2.1 Spatial indexing: The SD-Rtree

We propose in this Section a scalable distributed data structure (SDDS) called SD-Rtree. We intend our
structure for point, window and kNN queries over large spatial datasets distributed on clusters of intercon-
nected servers. The structure balances the storage and processing load over the available resources, and aims
at minimizing the size of the cluster. SD-Rtree generalizes the well-known Rtree structure. Research work
about SD-Rtree has been originally published in ICDE’07 [38], the balancing strategy in SIGSPATIAL’07 [37],
and an extended version including load balancing and kNN -queries in VLDBJ’09 [39].

8



2.1. Spatial indexing: The SD-Rtree Chapter 2. Indexing multi-dimensional data

2.1.1 SD-Rtree structure and principles

The structure of the SD-Rtree is conceptually similar to that of the classical AVL tree [5], although the data
organization principles are taken from the Rtree spatial containment relationship [56].

Kernel structure

Definition 1 (SD-Rtree). The SD-Rtree is a binary tree, mapped to a set of servers, and satisfying the
following properties:

• each internal node, or routing node, refers to exactly two children,

• each routing node maintains left and right directory rectangles (dr) which are the minimal bounding
boxes of, respectively, the left and right subtrees,

• each leaf node, or data node, stores a subset of the indexed objects,

• at any node, the height of the two subtrees differs by at most one.

The last property ensures that the height of a SD-Rtree is logarithmic in the number of servers.
The tree has N leaves and N − 1 internal nodes which are distributed among N servers. Each server Si

is uniquely identified by an id i and (except server S0) stores exactly a pair (ri, di), ri being a routing node
and di a data node. As a data node, a server acts as an objects repository up to its maximal capacity. The
bounding box of these objects is the directory rectangle of the server.
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Figure 2.1: Basic features of the SD-Rtree

Fig. 2.1 shows a first example. Initially (part A) there is one data node d0 stored on server 0. After the
first split (part B), a new server S1 stores the pair (r1, d1) where r1 is a routing node and d1 a data node.
The objects have been distributed among the two servers and the tree r1(d0, d1) follows the classical Rtree
organization based on rectangle containment. The directory rectangle of r1 is a, and the directory rectangles
of d0 and d1 are respectively b and c, with a = mbb(b∪c). The rectangles a, b and c are kept on r1 in order
to guide insert and search operations. If the server S1 must split in turn, its directory rectangle c is further
divided and the objects distributed among S1 and a new server S2 which stores a new routing node r2 and
a new data node d2. r2 keeps its directory rectangle c and the dr of its left and right children, d and e, with
c = mbb(d ∪ e). Each directory rectangle of a node is therefore represented exactly twice: on the node, and
on its parent.

A routing node maintains the id of its parent node, links to its left and right children and the overlapping
coverage (OC). A link is a quadruplet (id, dr, height, type), where id is the id of the server that stores
the referenced node, dr is the directory rectangle of the referenced node, height is the height of the subtree
rooted at the referenced node and type is either data or routing. Whenever the type of a link is data, it
refers to the data node stored on server id, else it refers to the routing node. The routing node provides
an exact local description of the tree. In particular the directory rectangle is always the geometric union of
left.dr and right.dr, and the height is Max(left.height, right.height)+1. OC, to be described later,
is an array that contains the part of the directory rectangle shared with other servers.
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The image

An important concern when designing a distributed tree is the load of the servers that store the routing
nodes located at or near the root. These servers are likely to receive proportionately much more messages.
In the worst case all the messages must be first routed to the root. This is unacceptable in a scalable data
structure which must distribute evenly the work over all the servers.

An application that accesses an SD-Rtree maintains an image of the distributed tree. This image provides
a view which may be partial and/or outdated. During an insertion, the user/application estimates from its
image the address of the target server which is the most likely to store the object. If the image is obsolete,
the insertion can be routed to an incorrect server. The structure delivers then the insertion to the correct
server which sends back an image adjustment message (IAM) to the requester. Point and window queries
also rely on the image to find quickly a server whose directory rectangle satisfies the query predicate. A
message is then sent to this server which carries out a local search, and routes the query to other nodes if
necessary.

An image is a collection of links, stored locally, and possibly organized as a local index. Each time a
server S is visited, the following links can be collected: the data link describing the data node of S, the
routing link describing the routing node of S, and the left and right links of the routing node. These four
links are added to any message forwarded by S. When an operation requires a chain of n messages, the
links are cumulated so that the client finally receives an IAM with 4n links. This information is later used
to determine the server that can best satisfy an insertion or a search query.

Node splitting

When a server S is overloaded by new insertions in its data repository, one of the following cases occurs:

1. a new server S′ can be added to the system, and S transmits half of its data to S′;

2. no server is available, and S must redistribute part of its data to its neighborhood.

The later case requires some sophisticated operations, and is presented in Section 2.1.3. The former case
is the simpler one, and constitutes a major event with respect to the structure and organization of the index.

When a split is carried out, the data stored on S is divided in two approximately equal subsets using a
split algorithm similar to that of the classical Rtree [56]. One subset is moved to the data repository of S′.
A new routing node rS′ is stored on S′ and becomes the immediate parent of the data nodes respectively
stored on S and S′.
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Figure 2.2: Split operations
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The management and distribution of routing and data nodes are detailed on Fig. 2.2 for the tree con-
struction of Fig. 2.1. Initially (part A), the system consists of a single server, with id 0. Every insertion is
routed to this server, until its capacity is exceeded. After the first split (part B), the routing node r1, stored
on server 1, keeps the following information (we ignore the management of the overlapping coverage for the
time being):

• the left and right fields; both are data links that reference respectively servers 0 and 1,

• its height (equal to 1) and its directory rectangle (equal to mbb(left.dr, right.dr)),

• the parent id of the data nodes 0 and 1 is 1, the id of the server that host their common parent routing
node.

Since both the left and right links are of type data links, the referenced servers are accessed as data nodes
(leaves) during a tree traversal.

Continuing with the same example, insertions are now routed either to server 0 or to server 1, using a
Rtree-like ChooseSubtree procedure [56, 13]. When the server 1 becomes full, the split generates a new
routing node r2 on the server 2 with the following information:

• its left and right data links point respectively to server 1 and to server 2

• its parent_id field refers to server 1, the former parent routing node of the data node that splits.

The right child of r1 becomes the routing node r2 and the height of r1 must be adjusted to 2. These two
modifications are done during a bottom-up traversal that follows any split operation. At this point the tree
is still balanced.

Overlapping coverage

Any Rtree index presents some degree of overlapping in the space coverage. This sometimes leads to several
paths during search operations. Our search operations attempt to find directly, without requiring a top-
down traversal, a data node d whose directory rectangle dr satisfies the search predicate. This requires the
distributed maintenance of some redundant information regarding the parts of the indexed area shared by
several nodes, we call overlapping coverage (OC).

A simple but costly solution would be to maintain, on each data node d, the path from d to the root of
the tree, including the left and right regions referenced by each node on this path. From this information
we can deduce, when a point or window query is sent to d, the subtrees where the query must be forwarded.
We improve this basic scheme with two significant optimizations. First, if a is an ancestor of d or d itself,
we keep only the part of d.dr which overlaps the sibling of a. A query sent to d is forwarded to this sibling
if and only if its argument concerns this part. If the intersection is empty, we simply ignore it. Second we
trigger a maintenance operation only when this overlapping changes.

Finally we introduce the notion of outer node and outer set used for our different algorithms. For a
given data node d we denote ancestors(d) the set that includes all its ancestor up to the root. Any ancestor
ai ∈ ancestors(d) has two children a′i and a”i, where a′i is also an ancestor of d. a′′i is called an outer node
of d and the set of data nodes included in the subtree rooted at a” is named an outer set, denoted OS(a′′).

Balancing

In order to preserve the balance of the tree, a rotation is sometimes required during the bottom-up traversal
that adjusts the heights after a split. Balancing techniques for binary trees over ordered domains are very
well-known. They must be adapted with care when applied to a spatial index since they may result in a very
bad spatial organization, with a large dead space and overlapping. The balancing of the SD-Rtree exploits
the fact that the rectangle containment relationship gives more freedom for reorganizing an unbalanced tree,
compared to classical AVL trees. The technique is described with respect to a rotation pattern, defined as
follows:

11
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Definition 2. A rotation pattern which is a subtree rooted at level n of the form a(b(e(f,g),d),c) satis-
fying the following conditions for some n ≥ 1:

• height(c) = height(d) = height(f) = n− 1

• height(g) = max(0, n− 2)
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Figure 2.3: Balancing in the SD-Rtree

An example of rotation pattern is shown on Fig. 2.3. Note that a, b and e are routing nodes. Now,
assume that a split occurs in a balanced SD-Rtree at node s. A bottom-up traversal is necessary to adjust
the heights of the ancestors of s. Unbalanced nodes, if any, will be detected during this traversal. The
following holds:

Lemma 1. Let a be the first unbalanced node met on the adjustment path that follows a split. Then the
subtree rooted at a matches a rotation pattern.

The lemma shows that the management of unbalanced nodes always reduces to a balancing of a rotation
pattern a(b(e(f,g),d),c), performed as follows:

1. b becomes the root of the reorganized subtree,

2. a becomes the right child of b; e remains the left child of b and c the right child of a,

3. one determines which one of f, g or d should be the sibling of c in the new subtree. The chosen node
becomes the left child of a, the remaining two nodes constitute the children of e.

The choice of the moved node should be such that the overlapping of the directory rectangles of e and a

is minimized. Tie-breaking can be done by considering the minimization of the dead space as second criteria.
This rotation mechanism can be compared to the forced reinsertion strategy of the R*tree [13], although it
is here limited to the scope of a rotation pattern.
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Any pairwise combination of f, g, d and c yields a balanced tree. The three possibilities, respectively
called move(g), move(d) and move(f) are shown on Fig. 2.3. The choice move(g) (Fig. 2.3(b)) is the best
one for our example. All the information that constitute a rotation pattern is available from the left and
right links on the bottom-up adjust path that starts from the split node.

The balancing can be obtained in exactly 6 messages for move(f) and move(g), and 3 messages for
move(d) because the subtree rooted at e remains in that case the same. When a node a receives an adjust
message from its modified child (b in our example), it knows the right link c and gets the links for e, d, f
and g which can be maintained incrementally in the chain of adjustment messages. If a detects that it is
unbalanced, it takes account of the information represented in the links to determine the node f, g, or d

which becomes the sibling of c.

2.1.2 Algorithms

This subsection presents now the algorithms for the insertion and kNN queries (but we also propose algo-
rithms for deletion, point and window queries). Recall that all these operations rely on an image of the
structure in order to remain as much as possible near the leaves in the tree, avoiding the root overloading.
These operations also adjust the image through IAMs to better reflect the current structure. The main SD-
Rtree variant considered in what follows maintains an image on the client component. Initially a client C
knows only its contact server. The IAMs extend this knowledge and avoid to flood this server with insertions
that must be forwarded later on.

Insertion

In order to insert an object o with rectangle mbb, C searches its local image as follows:

1. all the data links in the image are considered first; a link whose directory rectangle contains mbb is
kept as a candidate; when several candidates are found, the one with the smallest dr is chosen;

2. if no data link has been found, the list of routing links are considered in turn; among the links whose
dr contains mbb, if any, one chooses those with the minimal height (i.e., those which correspond to the
smallest subtrees); if there are still several candidates, the one with the smallest dr is kept;

The rationale for these choices is that one aims at finding the data node which can store o without any
enlargement. If it happens that several choices are possible, the one with the minimal coverage is chosen
because it can be estimated to be the most accurate one. If the above investigations do not find a link that
covers mbb, the data link whose dr is the closest to mbb is chosen. Indeed one can expect to find the correct
data node in the neighborhood of d, and therefore in the local part of the SD-Rtree.

If the selected link is of type data, C addresses a message Insert-In-Leaf to the corresponding server
S; else the link refers to a routing node and C sends a message Insert-In-Subtree to S.

• (Insert-In-Leaf message) S receives the message; if the directory rectangle of its data node dS covers
actually o.mbb, S can take the decision to insert o in its local repository; there is no need to make any
other modification in the distributed tree (if no split occurs); else the message is out of range, and a
message Insert-In-Subtree is routed to the parent S′ of dS ;

• (Insert-In-Subtree message) when a server S′ receives such a message, it first consults its routing
node rS′ to check whether its directory rectangle covers o; if not the message is forwarded to the parent
until a satisfying subtree is found (in the worst case one reaches the root); otherwise the insertion is
carried out from rS′ using the classical Rtree top-down insertion algorithm. During the top-down
traversal, the directory rectangles of the routing nodes may have to be enlarged.

If the insertion could not be performed in one hop, the server that finally inserts o sends an acknowledg-
ment to C, along with an IAM containing all the links collected from the visited servers. C can then refresh
its image. An image becomes obsolete as splits occur and new servers join the structure. We expect that
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the out-of-range path remains local and involves only the part of the tree that changed with respect to the
client image.

In the worst case a client C sends to a server S an out-of-range message which triggers a chain of
unsuccessful Insert-In-Subtree messages from S to the root of the SD-Rtree. This costs logN messages.
Then another set of logN messages is necessary to find the correct data node. Finally, if a split occurs,
another bottom-up traversal might be required to adjust the heights along the path to the root. The worst-
case results thus in 3 logN messages. However, if the image is reasonably accurate, the insertion is routed to
the part of the tree which should host the inserted object. This results in a short out-of-range path with few
messages. The strategy reduces the workload of the root that is accessed only for objects that fall outside
the boundaries of the most-upper directory rectangles.

k-NN queries

Our k-NN query algorithm is decomposed in two steps:

1. find a data node N that contains the query point P and evaluate locally the k-NN query;

2. from N , explore all the other data nodes which potentially contain an object closer to P than those
found locally.

The first step is a simple point-query. Assume that a data node N containing P is found. The k-NN query
is evaluated locally, i.e., without any additional message, using a classical k-closest neighbors algorithm [121].
The initial list of neighbors, found locally, is stored into an ordered list neighbors(P, k). Obviously, some
closest neighbors may also be located in other nodes, which may lead to an update of neighbors(P, k).

A naïve approach to determine the servers to contact consists in a range query over the tree, the range r
being the distance between P and the farthest object in neighbors(P, k). However, with this strategy some
messages are useless, as illustrated on Fig. 2.4. Assume node N ′ is contacted first. It sends back to N object
O′. This reduces the maximal radius to r′. Let r′′ be the distance between P and the directory rectangle of
N ′′. Since r′′ > r′, there is clearly no hope to get any closer neighbor from N ′′.

P
r"

r’

Directory rectangle
of node N’

Directory rectangle
of node N"

Range
query

Directory rectangle
of node N

Figure 2.4: Improved k-NN query

A k-NN query generates messages that contact the nodes in an order which is estimated to deliver the
quickest convergence towards the final result. This is likely to limit the number of servers to contact. We
first recall some useful distance measures for k-NN queries [121], illustrated in Fig. 2.5.

Let R be the bounding box of a set of rectangles. First, let minDist denote the minimal distance between
a point P and R. Second, note that each of R’s edges shares at least one point with one of its inner rectangles.
Fig. 2.5 shows the two extreme positions for a rectangle r1 inside R with respect to the edge closest to P .
The maximal distance D among d1 and d2 guarantees there is an object within R at a distance less or equal
to D, denoted minMaxDist(P,R).

Now, given a list neighbors(P, k), let dmax be the distance between P and the last (farthest) object in
neighbors(P, k). To support our k-NN querying strategy, we extend the notion of overlapping coverage (OC)
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(b) second extreme case
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Figure 2.5: The minMaxDist

presented in Section 2.1.1, to keep information about all outer nodes, whether there is an overlap or not. So
the overlapping coverage (OC) for the node P consists now of an array of the form [1 : oc1, 2 : oc2, · · · , n : ocn],
such that oci is outerP (Ni).dr, with Ni ancestor of P at level i. If oci is a node in the overlapping coverage
of P , the object closest to P in oci is at best at distance minDist(P, oci.dr), and at worst at distance
minMaxDist(P, oci.dr). Our algorithm relies on the two following observations:

i) if dmax < minDist(P, oci.dr) we do not have to visit node oci;

ii) if minMaxDist(P, oci.dr) < dmax we must visit node oci because it contains an object closer to P
that the farthest object from neighbors(P, k).

When processing a k-NN query, we compute the minDist and minMaxDist distances from P to all the
mbb of the nodes in the OC list. We build a list Lmd (resp. Lmmd) of pairs (idi, di) where idi is the id of the
node Ni and di the value of minDist(P, oci.dr) (resp. minMaxDist(P, oci.dr)). Lmd and Lmmd are sorted
on di in ascending order. To determine which server must be contacted we simply compare the distance
from P to the farthest object in neighbors(P, k), denoted dmax, and the distances in Lmd and Lmmd.

The algorithm maintains an ordered list of the nodes to visit. The first node of the list is then contacted.
If it is a data node, a local search is carried out, which possibly modifies neighbor(P, k), as well as the
lists Lmd and Lmmd. If it is a routing node, it computes for its two children the distances minDist and
minMaxDist, and updates Lmd and Lmmd accordingly. This is illustrated in Fig. 2.6 where the routing
node N has to be visited, regarding either its minMaxDist dMN or its minDist dmN with query point o. When
N is contacted, it removes first dMN (resp. dmN ) from the list Lmmd (resp. Lmd). Since N knows the mbb of
its two children, Nr and Nl, it is able to compute the minMaxDist dMNr

(resp. dMNl
) and minDist dmNr

(resp.
dmNl

) for Nr (resp. Nl). It inserts each of these distances in the appropriate ordered list (Lmmd or Lmd) and
visits w.r.t. these lists the next node in the list.

(b) new distances for Nr and

Nl inserted in lists

Nr

Nldm
Nl

dm
Nr

dMNr

dM
Nl

o

dmN

N

(a) N is visited, dm
N

and dM
N

are removed from lists

dM
N

Figure 2.6: Updating Lmmd and Lmd

In both cases, the next server in the list is contacted in turn, until no possible improvement of the
nearest neighbors can be obtained. The message transmitted from one server to another contains P , the
list neighbor(P, k) at the current step of the algorithm, and the lists Lmd and Lmmd. An heuristic consists
in contacting first the server with the minimal minMaxDist since we know for sure that this modifies
neighbor(P, k) and reduces dmax. When all the servers have been explored with respect to minMaxDist,
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the remaining ones are contacted with respect to minDist. We expect thus to reduce the cost of k-NN
algorithm. Nevertheless, its worst case is still that of the simple range query approach.

2.1.3 Storage Balancing

The insertion algorithm described in Section 2.1.1 requires a split each time a server is full. This adds
systematically a new server to the network. The institution managing the network must be ready to allocate
resources at any moment (in the case of a cluster of servers), or a free server has to be available (in the
case of an unsupervised network). We present now a storage balancing scheme which allows a full node to
redistribute overflowing data to lightly loaded servers whenever new storage resources cannot be allocated.
Our technique is partially based on the k-NN querying algorithm.

Assume that an object o must be inserted in a full node N . N may require a redistribution balancing
as follows. First, it contacts, by sending bottom-up messages, its nearest ancestor NP which has at least
one non-full descendant, called the pivot node. If no such ancestor is found, the tree is full. We must then
proceed to a node split of N , as presented previously. Otherwise, since NP is the nearest non-full ancestor,
one of its two subtrees (say, L) contains only full nodes, including N . The other subtree (say, R) contains
at least one non-full node (Fig. 2.7).

NP must move some objects from L rooted at NL to R rooted at NR. For simplicity we describe the
technique for a single object but it may be extended for redistributing larger sets.

N
...

full node non−full node

redistribute

insert

L R

NRNL

N ′′′

NP

N ′′

Figure 2.7: Overview of the load balancing strategy

We need additional information to detect the pivot node. We use two flags, Fullleft and Fullright, one
for each child, added to the routing node type. Flag Fulli is set to 1 when the subtree rooted at child i
is full. Flag values are maintained as follows. When a leaf becomes full, a message is sent to the server
that hosts its parent node to set the corresponding flag to 1. This one may in turn, if its companion flag is
already set to 1, alert its parent, and so on, possibly up to the root, i.e., log(n) messages (effectively, quite
unfrequent since this implies a full tree). The flags are maintained similarly for deletions.

In order to minimize the overlap between the mbb of L and R, we need to redistribute the object indexed
by L which is the closest to R. This can be achieved with a 1-NN query in L.

The query point P is the centroid of the directory rectangle of NR. With that choice the query will return
an object producing a small enlargement of the overlapping coverage. The 1-NN algorithm is then initiated
by NR, which sets initially Lmmd and Lmd to NL (we want our algorithm visits NL), and neighbors(P, 1)
to ∅. NR re-inserts then the object obtained as the result of this query in its subtree. This redistribution
impacts the two subtrees NL and NR in two ways.

First, the reinserted object may have to be assigned to a full data node in the subtree rooted at NR. This
triggers another redistribution. However, since NR was marked as non-full, we know that the pivot node will
be found in the subtree rooted at NR. Consider for instance Fig. 2.7, and assume that a reinserted object
must be put in the full node N ′′′. Since there exists at least one non-full node in NR (N ′′ for our example),
the pivot node has to be a descendant of NR.

Second the node N where the initial object o had to be put may become full in turn. So the redistribution
algorithm has to be iterated. For the very same reasons, we know that the pivot node has to be a descendant
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of NL. The load balancing stops when the chain of redistribution stops.
We show that the cost is given by the the following recursive formula: cost(H) = 3H + 2× cost(H − 1).

So finally, cost(H) =
∑H−1

i=0 2i × 3(H − i) = O(H · 2H). In the worst case, H = log2 n (i.e., the pivot node
is the root) and this results in O(n log2 n) messages, where n is the number of servers.

2.1.4 Experiments

We implemented two variants of the SD-Rtree, ImClient (each client builds an image, and maintains it
according to the IAMs) and ImServer (there is an image on each server component, instead of on the client
one. In addition, we occasionally compare the performance of our two variants with a basic implementation
Basic that does not use an image at all. We compare the SD-Rtree with the only other dynamic distributed
structure that, to our knowledge, supports indexing of 2D objects approximated by their mbb, namely the
distributed load-balanced quadtree recently proposed in [136]. Each object is associated to the deepest
quadrant that entirely covers its bounding box. I shortly present the main results of our experiments:

i) inserting: The cost of each insertion for the Basic variant is approximately the length of a path
from the root to the leaf, here 8. Additional messages are necessary for height adjustment and for OC
maintenance, but their number remains low. ImServer offers a 70% gain compared to Basic on our
real dataset and ImClient a 85% gain. Indeed, after a short acquisition step, the client has collected
enough information in its image to contact either directly the correct server, or at least a close one.
The difference in the number of messages with ImServer and ImClient lies in the quality of the
image. Finally we observe that the quadtree competitor requires 120% more messages than ImClient

but presents a 15% gain over the ImServer

ii) load balancing: For Basic variant, the servers that store the root or other high-level internal nodes
are overloaded. Basically a server storing a routing node at level n receives twice more messages than a
server storing a routing node at level n−1. Maintaining an image (either with ImServer or ImClient)
not only allows to save messages, but also distributes almost uniformly the workload. Oppositely, for
the distributed quadtree considered, a node at level i receives 2.5 times more messages than a node at
level i− 1.

iii) SD-Rtree rotations and image maintenance: the overhead due to the balancing of the distributed
tree remains quite low compared to the high number of insertions (i.e. 2 messages now for every 500
insertions). Regarding the image, in our experiments the client builds an image referencing 80% of
the servers with less that 200 query messages. With only 30 messages it knows half of the servers.
Regarding the number of messages, we observe a logarithmic behavior for the acquisition due to the
fact that it becomes more and more uncommon for a query to address an unknown server.

i) queries: the cost of point and window queries is lower with quadtree-based index: a gain lying
between 25 and 40% regarding the quadtree building parameters. Indeed, for this load balanced
version of quadtree the tree traversal requires a fewer messages since objects are stored in low levels.
The quadtree also benefits from its non-overlapping structure. However this gain is obtained at the
cost of twice more servers. The search with ImServer or ImClient three times faster than with a
basic implementation that does not use an image.

2.2 Multi-dimensional indexing: The DKD-tree

While R-tree is considered as an efficient index for 2 or 3D data, its performances quickly degrade with
the dimensionality. The rationale is that the higher the dimension is, the higher the probability of any two
nodes to overlap (and the larger this overlap is). We decide to rely on similar principles of the SD-Rtree,
to propose a variant of the KD-tree (see [49]) which can index data with medium dimensionality (lower
than 30, see [125]). We are currently performing experiments to validate our approach and this work has
consequently not been published yet.
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2.2.1 DKD-tree structure and principles

Structure

An internal node (or routing node) R defines a split of R.coverage (the space it indexes) according to
a dimension i < d and a split value p for this dimension i. The first child of R is a subtree that contains
all the multi-dimensional points (vectors) in R.coverage such that xi < p, and the second child contains
the vectors such that xi ≥ p. An important difference with traditional KD-trees is that the space covered
by a node may be not convex. This is necessary to preserve the tree balance. Convexity is an important
property in a centralized context because it limits the number of equations describing the space, and thus
the cost of containment and intersection tests. Since, however, the main cost in a distributed structure is
communication costs, we favour the tree balance with respect to the complexity of subspaces description.
Each leaf node, or data node, stores a subset of the indexed objects along with a routing table. The set of
leaf nodes coverages is a partition of the embedding space. An internal node maintains the id of its parent
node, and links to its left and right children. A link is a pair (id, height), where id is the id of the server
that stores the referenced node and height is the height of the subtree rooted at the referenced node.
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Figure 2.8: Basic example of DKD-Tree

Figure 2.8 shows a first example in a 2D space with three successive evolutions. Initially (part A) there
is one data node d0 stored on server 0. After the first split (part B) on x-axis, a new server S1 stores the
pair (r1, d1) where r1 is an internal node and d1 a data node. The objects have been distributed among the
two servers according to their position with the hyperplane x = 4. The tree r1(d0, d1) follows the classical
adaptive KD-tree organization based on space containment. The coverage of r1 is a, and the coverages of d0
and d1 are respectively b and c, with a = b∪ c. Splitting conditions (inequalities) that allow to guide insert
and search operations at each level are stored in dedicated structures, named routing tables, in each leaf.
The server S1 must split in turn (part C), its coverage c is further divided, assume along the axis y = 5, in
d and e and the objects distributed among S1 and a new server S2 which stores a new internal node r2 and
a new data node d2. r2 keeps the height of its two children d1 and d2 and pointers to them, and a pointer
to its parent r1. The inequations necessary to route a message from the root to new leaves d1 and d2 are
stored respectively in d1 and d2 in their routing tables. Note that we have a partition, so the coverages of
the leaves, b, d and e are pairwise disjoint and that the embedding space a verifies a = b ∪ d ∪ e.

The internal node provides an exact local description of the tree. Note that we do not need to explicitely
store at the internal node level its space coverage, union of the space coverage of its two children. Indeed the
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routing tables introduced below contain enough information for routing any query. The height of an internal
node is defined as Max(left.height, right.height)+1.

Routing tables

For each data node we maintain a routing table that is used to forward queries that can not be answered
locally to other data nodes. All queries will be forwarded only between data nodes with the help of of the
routing tables. Information stored by an internal nodes is useless in this case and forwarding does not lead
to any tree traversal.

With respect to the notion of outer node and outer set presented in the previous Section, each data node
d has L outer sets, where L is the level of d, corresponding to each one of its ancestors. Note that due to
the binary structure, if the tree is balanced and contains N data nodes, then the cardinality of the outer set
corresponding to the root of the tree is approximately N/2, the cardinality of the one corresponding to the
ancestor on level 1 is N/4, etc. More generally, the cardinality of the outer set of a node d corresponding to
its ancestor on level k is N/2k+1. Note also that for a balanced tree, all the outer sets of any data node d
are non empty.

The routing table of the node d contains a representative of each one of its outer sets, which allows
to locate a node that is more able to answer the query received by d. The iterative use of the different
routing table of the contacted server allows to achieve a logarithmic time for the insertion/query answer (see
section 2.2.2). The routing table of a leaf node d (so at level L = log(N), where N is the number of leaves)
contains consequently L entries.

Basically, the routing table represents the set of inequations that we may have consecutively satisfied
from the root to this leaf d if proceeding to a tree traversal. An entry in the table corresponds to a formula
to be satisfied to go from an ancestor of the leaf to another. More precisely, each entry of the routing table
is a quadruple (levelId, equation, address, linkId) that corresponds to an ancestor a of d with:

i) levelId that contains the level of a, i.e. a number between 0 and L− 1, where L is the level of d,

ii) equation contains the equation of the child a” of a that is not also an ancestor of d

iii) address contains the (network) address of the representative of the outer set of a′′, which allows d
to contact it. The choice and the updating of the representatives for each outer set is explained in
section 2.2.2.

iv) linkId attribute uniquely identifies the link between a and its child, a′, and is obtained from the
identifiers of a and a′. The link identifiers are used for updating the routing tables after a rotation, as
explained in section 2.2.2.
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Figure 2.9: A routing table exammple

Figure 2.9 illustrates the routing table principles. The routing table stored at node δ presents a first
entry which specifies the inequation to satisfy for deciding to follow the edge 1−2 rather than the edge 1−3.
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Following edge 1 − 2 when inserting or searching will make us reach a node in the subtree rooted at 2. δ
does not know all the data nodes in this subtree, but has the address of a single contact node, α. For δ, α
is in charge of the subtree rooted at 2. Other entries, for level 1, 2, . . . , L have a similar meaning.

Our routing tables are somehow similar to those proposed in BATON [67]. However in our setting,
routing tables are store uniquely at the leaf level and we only keep a link to some representative of each
outer set of the leaf nodes n. We prove that the routing tables in BATON contain more entries than in our
case.

2.2.2 Insertion

Insertion algorithm

Suppose a client C that wants to insert an object o whose coordinates are (x1, . . . , xd). We assume that
each client knows a contact server S to which it sends an insertion message with the object o. If S can not
insert o into its local data node, it will forward the message to other servers whose address is specified into
its local data node’routing table. Finally, the algorithm stops when the server where o should be inserted is
found. The object o is inserted into its local data node, possibly performing a split if its capacity is exceeded
(see 2.2.2).

Each server S that receives the insertion message tests the entries e in the routing table of its data node n
in the increasing order of the level-Id attribute. If o satisfies the equation specified by the equation attribute
of e, then the insertion message is transmitted to the contact node specified by e.address. Otherwise, the
point belongs to the coverage of the ancestor of the data node n at level levelId. We then test the entry with
the next level-Id, and so on until either we find an entry whose equation is satisfied by o (and the insertion
message is forwarded to the corresponding contact server), or we finish testing the entire routing table. If
o does not satisfy any of the equations of the routing table, it has to be inserted into the current server’s
data node. This guarantees, when all the routing tables are up-to-date a O logN message complexity for
the insertion.
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Figure 2.10: Example of contacts

Example 1. Consider nodes 4, 8 and 11 in Figure 2.10. Tables 2.1 give examples of possible routing tables
of the nodes 4, 8 and 11. The routing table T4 of 4 contains two entries, corresponding to its ancestors 1 and
2. Similarly, T8 and T11 contain three entries corresponding to ancestors 1, 3 and 6 and 1, 3, 7 respectively.

Suppose a client that wants to insert the objects o with coordinates (x = 4, y = 6, z = 4, u = 5, v = 2) and
that its contact server is node 4. Node 4 will test the entries in T4 starting from level 0. The scan of the
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Node 4
level-id equation address link-id
0 x > 3 @8 (1− 2)
1 y > 5 @5 (2− 4)

Node 8
level-id equation address link-id
0 x ≤ 3 @5 (1− 3)
1 z > 2 @11 (3− 6)
2 u > 4 @9 (6− 8)

Node 11
level-id equation address link-id
0 x ≤ 3 @4 (1− 3)
1 z ≤ 2 @8 (3− 7)
2 v ≤ 1 @10 (7− 11)

Table 2.1: Routing tables for nodes 4, 8 and 11 respectively

routing table will stop on the first entry e, corresponding to level 0, since o satisfies x > 3. The insertion
request will then be forwarded to e.address, which is the node 8. Node 8 then tests the entries of its routing
table starting with level 1. Since o satisfies z > 2 the insertion request is further forwarded to 11. Node 11
tests the entries in its routing tables starting with the level corresponding to level 2. Since o does not satisfy
v ≤ 1, the scan of T11 is finished and o is inserted into the local database of 11, possibly performing a split.

Node splitting

When inserting a new point in a data node d, the capacity of the corresponding server S may be over-
loaded. We then perform to a split. A new server S′, if available, is added and the data stored on S are
distributed among S and S′ following the adaptive KD-Tree split procedure. An hyperplane of dimension
n−1 is chosen, either randomly or such that the dimension discarded for the splitting hyperplane is xi+1 if we
choose xi for the previous split. The equation of the splitting hyperplane is of the form xi+1 = α where α is
set such that the data points are equally distributed. Several other split strategies exist for high-dimensional
KD-Tree and its variants (see [125] for details). Comparison of the different existing split strategies with
respect to our structure remains in future work.

The split also leads to the creation of a new internal node rS′ that is stored on S′ and becomes the
immediate parent of the data nodes d1 and d2 respectively stored on S and S′. The routing tables of the two
data nodes must then be updated for the data node located on S and created for the one hosts by S′. Since
d1 and d2 share the same path from the root till d we can assume that d1 and d2 present similar routing
tables for the levels from 0 to the level L of d. So S keep its former routing table and S′ inherits a copy of
the routing table of d. Since level(d1) = level(d2) = level(d) + 1, we must add a new entry in the routing
table of d1 and d2 that corresponds to their sibling relationship. Thus d1 and d2 add respectively the entry
(L+ 1, xi+1 ≤ α,@d2, d− d1) and (L+ 1, xi+1 > α,@d1, d− d2).

The whole process is illustrated by the example of Figure 2.11.
After the insertion in the tree of Figure 2.10, assume data node 11 split into 12 and 13. Since only data

nodes have routing tables and since 11 is stored by the server that also stores 13, 13 inherits the routing
table of 11 before the split, represented as plain lines on Figure 2.11. Since 12 and 13 are at level 3 they also
have an entry to refer to each other. Consequently we add in Table 2.1 an entry (3, w ≤ 8,@12, (11− 13))
for the routing table of 13, that corresponds to the link in dotted line on Figure 2.11.

Our balancing presented in the following section requires that we maintain the height of each subtree.
We must consequently propagate the height change. The splitted node d, now an internal node, contact its
parent to report the change. Its parents p checks then if the height of the subtree rooted at p, calculated as
the maximum between the height of d and the height of its sibling, changed in turn. If not, the propagation
stopped, otherwise, p contacts in turn its parent to report the height change, and so on.
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Figure 2.11: Tree of Figure 2.10 after split of 11

Tree balancing

The balancing strategy relies on the rotation pattern presented for the SD-Rtree in Section 2.1.1. The
following proposition gives the cost of a rotation.

Proposition 1. With respect to the rotation pattern P , formulas of only three edges are impacted.

A consequence of this proposition is that all the data nodes from the subtree rooted at the pivot node
have to update at most three entries in their routing tables.
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Figure 2.12: Formulas updates when a rotation is performed

Figure 2.12 illustrates the updates performed in the formulas when performing a rotation. Remark that
when a node is contacted, this information is sufficient to proceed the rotation. Indeed, since the rotation is
a consequence of the split of e into f and g, the routing tables of f and g are known and allow to instantiate
this set of update operations. The message sent during the propagation of the height change will contain
the routing tables of f and g. We observe that some rotations may lead to large formulas for the edges what
leads to more comparisons for the further queries. Choosing the rotation that offers reduced formulas for
the internal nodes involved generally consists in keeping the node coverage as convexe as possible.

Finally we show that for a rotation pattern a(b,c(d,e(f,g))) the updates of the routing tables them-
selves, for the different data nodes in the subtree rooted at the pivot node a can be summarized by 6 basic
table operations (insert/update/delete entry in a routing table).
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Lazy stabilization

The routing tables store entries for each outer nodes from the corresponding leaf up to the root. Thus it
means that any data node in the tree rooted at the pivot node of the rotation must update their routing table.
Initially only the 7 servers corresponding to the 7 nodes involved in the rotation are aware of the changes
due to the rotation. A first solution to propagate this information to the servers which need to update
their routing table consists in broadcasting the different operations to all nodes. However this solution
leads to temporary overloadings of the network. Moreover it filters out architecture based only on unicast
messages.To face these two architecture limits, we propose a lazy propagation algorithm.The basic idea is
that a server s1 updates its routing table whenever it is contacted by another server s2 which knows rotations
that s1 is not aware of. This strategy requires nonetheless larger messages since some information about the
rotations known must be included in the insert/query messages. Since the routing tables of some nodes are
outdated, inserts and queries may have a higher cost.

We first prove the following proposition.

Proposition 2. Even in a tree where the routing tables can be outdated, there is no cycle in the routing
process of the messages.

Then we show the cost for an insertion.

Proposition 3. In the lazy propagation configuration, the insertion is achieved in O(log n + k) where n
denotes the number of servers and k the number of rotations performed before the insertion.

Our lazy propagation relies on the following lemma which permits to define a simple update algorithm
for the routing tables since we simply apply the basic operations on routing tables that correspond to the
rotations not yet processed by the node. This lemma shows that we do not need to rollback to a previous
state of the routing table to perform each rotation. .

Lemma 2. Let ∆i and ∆j be the set of rotations that respectively data node di and dj are aware of. Then
di (resp. dj) can update its routing table by processing from its current state all the rotations from ∆j \∆i

(resp. ∆i \∆j).

2.3 Related work on distributed multi-dimensional indexing

Until recently, most of the spatial indexing design efforts have been focused on centralized systems [50]
although, for non-spatial data, research devoted to an efficient distribution of large datasets is well-
established [34, 92, 28]. Many SDDS schemes are hash-based, e.g., variants of LH* [93], or use a Distributed
Hash Table (DHT) [34]. Some SDDSs are range partitioned, starting with RP* [92], till BATON [67] most
recently. Among the few works that deal with a distributed index for spatial data, the ones which are
closer to our proposal are [72, 67, 68, 28, 59, 81, 9, 136]. [59] presents a distributed data structure based
on orthogonal bisection tree (2-d KD tree). Each processor has an image of the tree. The balancing needs
to fully rebuild the tree using multicast from all the servers. [81] describes an adaptive index method which
offers dynamic load balancing of servers and distributed collaboration. The structure requires a coordinator
which maintains the load of each server.

In [67], the authors propose a balanced tree for peer-to-peer networks, called BATON, which ensures
query answers in O(logN). BATON is not designed for multi-dimensional data but a variant of the approach,
termed VBI [68], explicitly targets distributed indexing of multidimensional points. Like SD-Tree, the VBI-
tree is a dynamic binary tree with nodes at peers. With respect to the differences, first, VBI aims at the
efficient manipulation of multi-dimensional points. SD-Rtree rather targets the spatial (non-zero surface)
objects, as R-trees specifically. Consequently, an SD-Rtree enlarges a region synchronously with any insert
needing it. VBI framework advocates instead the storing of the corresponding point inserts in routing
nodes, as so-called discrete data. It is an open question how far one can apply this facet of VBI to spatial
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objects. Second, VBI advocates four specific AVL-tree rotations for its tree balancing. The SD-Rtree also
uses rotations for the balancing, but some are different of those in VBI. Its rotation algorithm is also more
specific to spatial objects. As discussed in Section 2.1.1, it aims at minimizing the spatial overlap. Finally,
SD-Rtree is primarily designed for clusters, and focuses on load and storage balancing, as well as an efficient
and fair utilization of cluster resources. VBI rather targets P2P networks, and addresses specific issues such
as nodes arrival/departure.

The work presented in [136] proposes a distributed quadtree-based dedicated to spatial objects with
extents. This index is based on the MX-CIF quadtree. The basic principle is to store an object in the
deepest quadrant that fully contains its mbb. The authors study an adaptation of this simple scheme to
the requirements of a distributed structure, regarding in particular load-balancing. Unlike all the other
distributed index discussed so far, the distributed quadtree supports indexing of surfacic objects, and for
this reason we use it as a competitor for the SD-Rtree.

The P-tree [28] is an interesting distributed B+-tree that has a concept similar to our image with a
best-effort fix-up when updates happen. Each node maintains a possibly partially inconsistent view of its
neighborhood in the distributed B+-tree. A major difference lies in the correction which is handled by
dedicated processes on each peer in the P-tree, and by IAMs triggered by inserts in the SD-Rtree. The
P-tree does not index spatial objects. In [108], an organization called P2P-Rtree is proposed. Unlike in SD-
Rtree, P2P-Rtree is based on R+tree. However the basic space partitioning is static. The space is divided
into regular blocks at the top level, statically subdivided into next levels groups that can be subdivided into
subgroups, etc. Also unlike the SD-Rtree, there is no attempt to balance the index tree that can become
unbalanced. In [95], the authors propose a framework for indexing and querying multidimensional data
in P2P systems. Each peer indexes its data with a R*tree and closest peers are gathered into a cluster.
This strategy implies a large overlap of the mbb since the internal data organization of the peer remains
unchanged while merging. Moreover the queries are always addressed to super-peers.
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Chapter 3

Efficient text retrieval

Text retrieval is defined as the matching of some user query (also named pattern) against a set of
free-text data. In this context, I studied efficient pattern matching structures for two different kinds of
applications: plain-text documents database and sequences.

3.1 Indexing text collections: the AS-Index

I present the AS-Index, a new index structure that is particularly adapted for the class of applications that
perform intensive exact string searches in large disk resident textual databases. AS-index relies on a classical
inverted file structure, its main innovation being a probabilistic search based on the properties of algebraic
signatures used both for n-grams hashing and pattern search. AS-Index has been published in CIKM’09 [40]
and a journal version is in progress.

Table 3.1 compares the analytical behavior of AS-Index with those of two competitors (String B-Trees
and n-gram index) and summarizes its expected advantages. The size of all structures is linear in the size
of the database. The ratio directly depends on the size of index entries. We mention in Table 3.1 the ratio
obtained in our implementation, before any compression. The asymptotic search time in the database size
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String B-Trees n-Gram AS-Index
Constr. O(|D| × logB |D|) O(|D|) O(|D|)
Storage O(|D|) O(|D|) O(|D|)
(ratio) (∼6-7) (∼6) (∼5-6)
Preproc. none O(|P |) O(|P |)
Search O(|P | + logB |D|) O(|D| × |P |) O(1)

Table 3.1: Disk-based index structures for searching a pattern P in a database D. B is the block size.

is linear for n-index, logarithmic for String B-Trees and constant for AS-Index. Moreover, once the pattern
P has been pre-processed, AS-Index runs independently from P ’s, whereas the n-gram index cost is linear
in |P |.

In summary, AS-Index efficiently identifies matches with only two lookups, for any pattern length. This
efficiency is achieved through extensive use of properties of algebraic signatures, described in the next section.

3.1.1 Algebraic signatures

We use a Galois field GF (2f ) of size 2f . The elements of GF are bit strings of length f . Selecting f = 8
deals with ASCII records and f = 16 with Unicode. We use a primitive element α of GF (2f ). This means
that the powers of α enumerate all the non-zero elements of the Galois field. It is well known that there
always exist primitive elements.

Let R = r0r1 · · · rM−1 be a record with M symbols. We interpret R as a sequence of GF elements.
Identifying the character set of the records with a Galois field provides a convenient mathematical context
to perform computations on record contents.

Definition 3. The m-symbols signature (AS) of a record R is a vector ASm(R) with m coordinates
(s1, s2, . . . sm) defined by



















s1 = r0 + r1 · α+ r2 · α
2 . . .+ rM−1 · α

M−1

s2 = r0 + r1 · α2 + r2 · α4 . . .+ rM−1 · α2(M−1)

...

sm = r0 + r1 · αm + r2 · α2m . . .+ rM−1 · αm(M−1)

(3.1)

We refer the reader to [94] for more details about definitions and properties of algebraic signatures. We
use different partial algebraic signatures of pattern and database records, as we now explain.

Definition 4. Let l ∈ [0,M − 1] be any position ( offset) in R. The Cumulative Algebraic Signature (CAS)
at l, CASm(R, l), is the algebraic signature of the prefix of R ending at rl, i.e., CASm(R, l) = ASm(r0 . . . rl).

The Partial Algebraic Signature (PAS) from l′ to l is the value PASm(R, l′, l) = ASm(rl′rl′+1 · · · rl), with
0 ≤ l′ ≤ l, Finally, we most often use the PAS of substrings of length n, i.e., of n-grams.

Definition 5. The n-gram Algebraic Signature (NAS) of R at l is NASm(R, l) = PASm(R, l−n+1, l), for
l ≥ n− 1. With other words:

NASm(R, l) = (rl−n+1 + · · ·+ rl · α
n−1,

rl−n+1 + . . .+ rl · α
2(n−1),

...,

rl−n+1 + . . .+ rl · α
m(n−1)) (3.2)
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Figure 3.1: Computing CAS(l), PAS(l′, l) and NAS(l) in record RM

In all the definitions, we may drop R whenever it is implicit for brevity’s sake. Figure 3.1 shows the
respective parts of the record that define the CAS, PAS and NAS at offset l. The following simple properties
of algebraic signatures, expressed for coordinate i, 1 ≤ i ≤ m, are useful for what follows. We note i-th
symbol of a CAS, as CASm(l)i and proceed similarly for NAS and PAS. Properties 3.3 and 3.4 let us
incrementally calculate next CAS and NAS while building the file, or preprocessing the pattern, instead of
recomputing the signature entirely. This speeds up the process considerably. Property 3.5 also speeds up the
pattern preprocessing, as it will appear. Property 3.6 finally is fundamental for the match attempt calculus.

CASm(l)i = CASm(l − 1)i + rl · α
il (3.3)

NASm(l)i =
NASm(l − 1)i − rl−n

α
+ rl · α

i(n−1) (3.4)

NASm(l)i =
CASm(l)i − CASm(l − n)i

αi(l−n+1)
(3.5)

For 0 ≤ l′ < l:

CASm(l)i = CASm(l′)i + αi(l′+1)PASm(l′ + 1, l)i (3.6)

3.1.2 Structure

Our database consists of records that are made up of a Record IDentifier (RID) and some non-key field
(Extensions to databases with more than one key and/or non-key field are straight-forward). We assume
that the non-key field consists of strings of symbols from our Galois field. Our search finds all occurrences
of a pattern in the non-key field of every record in the database. When we talk about offsets and algebraic
signatures, we refer only to the non-key field. If R is such a field and ri a character (Galois field element) in
R, then we call i the offset. An n-gram G = rl−n+1 · · · rl is any sequence of n consecutive symbols in R. By
extension, we then call l the offset of the n-gram. An AS-Index consists of entries.

Definition 6. Let G be an n-gram at offset o in R. The entry indexing G, denoted E(G), is a triplet
(rid, o′, c) where rid is the RID of R, c is CAS1(R, o), and o′ is o modulo 2f − 1.

We assure constant size of the entries by taking the remainder. The choice of the modulus is justified by

the identity χ2f−1 = χ for all Galois field elements χ.
The indexing is “dense”, i.e., every n-gram in the database is indexed, and by a different entry. To

construct the index, we process all n-grams in the database.
AS-Index is a hash file, denoted D[0..L − 1], with directory length L = 2v (Fig. 3.2). Elements of D

refer to buckets or lines of variable length, each containing a list of entries. Lines are of variable length to
accommodate a possible uneven distribution of n-gram values. Each D[i] contains the address of the i-th
bucket.

All together, the AS-Index line structure is similar to a posting list in an inverted file, except for the
presence of the CAS c in each entry and a specific representation of the offset l. Since we use a hash file,
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Figure 3.2: Structure of the AS-index

lines should have a collision resolution method such as classical separate chaining that uses pointers to an
overflow space. Such a technique accomodates moderate growth, but if we need to accomodate large growth,
then we need a dynamic hashing method such as linear hashing.

We now describe how to calculate the index i of the line for an entry E(G) = (rid, o, c). We calculate
i from the m-symbol NAS NASm(G) = (s1, . . . , sm). The coordinates of the NAS are bit strings. By
concatenating them, we obtain a bit string S = smsm−1 . . . s1 that we interpret as a large, unsigned integer.
The index i is:

i = hL(S) = S mod L

Since L = 2v, this amounts to extracting the last v bits of S. It is easy to see that m should be such
that m ≤ n and m ≥ ⌈v/f⌉. The choice of AS-Index parameters m, n and L will be further discussed in
Section 3.1.4.

3.1.3 Pattern Search

Let P = p0 . . . pK−1 be the pattern to match. AS-Index search delivers the RID of every record in the
database that contains P . The search algorithm first prepocesses P by extracting values that become then
entries into AS-Index to locate matches.

Preprocessing

The preprocessing phase computes three signatures from the pattern P :
(a) the m-symbols AS of the 1st n-gram in P , called S1;
(b) the 1-symbol PAS of the suffix of P following the 1st n-gram, Sp = PAS1(P, n,K − 1).
(c) the m-symbols AS of the last n-gram in P , denoted as S2;

There are several ways to compute these signatures. For instance, one may compute S1, then Sp, then
extract the m-symbol value of S2 through property (5).

Figure 3.3 shows the parts of the pattern that determine the signatures S1, S2 and Sp on our running
example. Recall that n = 5 and m = 4. We preprocess the pattern P =’University Paris Dauphine’ and
obtain
(a) S1 = NAS4(P, 4) (for 5-gram ’Unive’);
(b) S2 = NAS4(P, 24) (for 5-gram ’phine’) and
(c) Sp = PAS1(P, 5, 24).
This information is used to find the occurrences of the pattern in the database.

Processing

Let i = hL(S1) and i′ = hL(S2). Every entry (R, l1, c1) in bucket D[i] indexes an n-gram G in a record R
whose NAS SG is such that hL(SG) = hL(S1). Likewise, every entry (R′, l2, c2) in bucket D[i′] indexes an
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Figure 3.3: The search algorithm

n-gram G′ such that hL(G
′) = hL(S2). Up to possible collisions, G and G′ respectively equal the first and

last n-grams in pattern P.
We search every pair (G,G′) able to characterize a matching string S = P . We must have R′ = R and

l2 = (l1 +K −n) mod (2f − 1). The last component in G′, c2 should match the value implied by c1 and Sp

(see Figure 3.3). Algebraic property 3.6 implies that c2 should be

c2 = c1 + αl1+1 · Sp. (3.7)
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Figure 3.4: Using AS-Index for a search

Figure 3.4 illustrates the process. By hashing on S1 =′ Unive′, we retrieve the bucket D[i] which
contains, among others, the entries indexing all occurrences of ’Unive’ in the database. Similarly we
retrieve the bucket D[i′] which contains entries for all the occurrences of the n-gram ’phine’. A pair of
entries [ei(r1, l1, c1), e

′
i(r1, l4, c4)] in (D[i], D[i′]) represents a substring s of r1 that begins with ’Unive’ and

ends with ’phine’. Checking whether s matches P involves two tests: (i) we compute c1 + αl1+1.Sp and
compare it with c4 to check whether the signatures of the middle parts match, and (ii) we verify as discussed
whether l1 matches l2 given K, i.e., S and P have the same length. If both tests are succesful, we report
a probable match. The next attempt will consider (r3, l2, c2) in D[i] and (r3, l6, c6) in D[i′]. Note that
(r2, l5, c5) in D[i′] is skipped because there is no possible match on r2 in D[i].

Collision Handling

As hashing in general, our method is subject to collisions delivering false positives. To eliminate any collisions,
it is necessary to post-process AS-Search by attempting to actually find P in every R identified as a match.
This requires a symbol by symbol comparison between P and its presumed match location. It will appear
however that AS-Search should typically have a negligible probability of a collision. Hence post-processing
may be left to presumably rare applications needing full assurance. Also, it should be RAM-based and
therefore typically negligible with respect to the disk search time. We thus do not detail it here.
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3.1.4 Analysis

We now present a short theoretical analysis of the expected performance of AS-Index.
Index construction time. The properties (2) - (6) of algebraic signatures allow us to calculate all

entries with a linear sweep of all records. We need to keep a pointer to the symbol just beyond the current
n-gram and to the first symbol of the current n-gram. Using equations (3.3) and (3.4), we can then calculate
the NAS of the next n-gram from the old one and update the running CAS of the record. Since creating the
entry for an n-gram and inserting it into the index take constant time, building the index takes time linear
to the size of the database.

Storage costs. The storage complexity of AS-Index is O(N) for N indexed n-grams. The actual size of
a RID should be 3-4 bytes since 3 bytes already allow a database with 16M records. The actual storage per
entry should be about 5-6 bytes, which results in a storage overhead of about (5 − 6)N . We can lower this
storage overhead, e.g. to 125%, by non-dense indexing, that we do not present here due to space limitation,
at the expense of a proportional increase in search time. Each element of the hash directory stores a bucket
address with at least ⌈log2(L)⌉ bits. In most cases, D is expected to fit in main memory.

Pattern preprocessing. To preprocess the pattern, we need to calculate a PAS and two NAS. We
calculate both in a similar manner as above and obtain preprocessing times linear in the size of the pattern.
Since the result depends on all symbols in the pattern, we cannot do better.

Search speed. We assume that entries are close to uniformly distributed. The search algorithm picks
up two cells in the hash directory, in order to obtain the number of entries and the bucket references of,
respectively, D[i] and D[i′]. Then the buckets themselves must be read. Each of these accesses may incur a
random disk access, hence a (constant) cost of at most four disk reads. If the hash directory resides in main
memory, the cost reduces to loading the two buckets.

The main memory cost is an in-RAM join of the two buckets. With l denoting the expected line length,
and assuming the lines are ordered, the average complexity of this phase should be (under our uniformity
assumption) 2l. The worst case is O(l2). This case is highly unlikely, as all the entries on both lines should
fit into the same record. The optional collision resolution (symbol-to-symbol) test adds O(|P |). This test is
typically performed in RAM and makes only a negligible contribution to the otherwise constant costs.

3.1.5 Non-dense indexing

While our basic scheme performs well, the storage overhead of about 500% might be too high for some
applications. We now describe a variant that addresses this issue.
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c) t > n

Figure 3.5: Non-dense AS indexing: (a) overlapping n-grams, (b) tiling, (c) lossy

Our variant lowers the storage overhead by indexing only some instead of all n-grams. The disadvantages
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are higher search costs and a larger minimal size for the patterns that we can search for. Figure 3.5 shows
the idea. Starting with the first n-gram in a record, we only index the n-grams that are t > 1 symbols apart,
where parameter t is the indexing rate. We thus index only n-grams starting at the offsets 0, t, 2t, · · · . The
size of the index is now reduced by a factor of about 1/t.

We can distinguish three cases, lossless indexing if n = t, lossy indexing if n < t, and overlapping indexing
if n > t (Figure 3.5). In all cases, trailing characters of the pattern might not contribute to any indexed
NAS.

The search procedure is the same in all three cases. It needs to be modified from the base procedure
because the occurrence of a pattern in a string might not match the tiling of the records by the indexed
n-grams. Assume that the pattern is P = p0p1, . . . pK−1. We define substrings Pi, i = 0, 1, . . . t − 1 of the
pattern as Pi = pi, pi+1, . . . pi+lt+n−1 with l = ⌊(K − n)/t⌋. Thus, P0 is the substring of the pattern that
begins with the first n-gram in P , ends with the last n-gram in P starting at offset lt − 1, and contains
all symbols of P in between. P1 starts at the second character and finishes with the last n-gram starting
a multiple of t characters after the first one, etc. Our search procedure now first tries to match P0 in the
database. More precisely, we process the line indexed by the first n-gram. For an occurrence, the last
n-gram in the substring matching the sub-pattern is also in AS-Index and our matching will succeed. We
then successively search for sub-patterns P1, P2, . . . Pt−1. This is guaranteed to find any occurrence of the
pattern in the database. Since we actually match various subpatterns, a diagnosed match is not based on
all symbols in the pattern and we might need to verify that the pattern actually occurred.

Consider the search for our P = ’University Paris Dauphine’, Figure 3.5. Let n = 4 and t = 4.
Suppose the use of a nondense tiling AS-Index (Figure 3.5.b). The search begins, as with the dense index,
by attempting to match S1 = ’Univ’. The last n-gram S2 for the dense index would be S2 = ’hine’. Now,
S2 = ’phin’, in subpattern P0. The matching n-gram ’hine’ in the visited record cannot be indexed if ’Univ’
is. Provided the match of P0 succeeds, we read the record and attempt to match ’e’ to the symbol following
P0 in the record (provided it exists). Next, we attempt matching with P1, using thus S1 = ’nive’ and S2 =
’hine’. If this attempt succeeds, we attempt to mach ’U’ as above. The matching attempts continue with P2

having S1 = ’ive’ and S2 = ’auph’. The completion requires finding ’Un’ and ’ine’ in the record before and
after the P2 match in the record. The final round attempts to match P3 with S1 = ’vers’ and S2 = ’uphi’
followed by direct testing of ’Uni’ and of ’ne’. The final result is the union of all the successful matches.

Compared with dense indexing, the storage space of this (tiling) AS-Index is reduced by factor of four,
e.g., falls to (only) 125% of the database size. Likewise, this is at least four times less than any alternative
method we discussed. In contrast, we need four times more disk accesses, i.e., 16 or 8 at best usually. Finally,
the minimal indexed pattern is in turn n = 8 symbols, instead of five. Clearly, many applications may gladly
accept the discussed trade-offs. In particular, since smaller AS-Index may then fit onto a flash disk. As this
one is about ten times faster than a magnetic one, all together the AS-indexing gets actually about 2.5 times
faster. In the running example of our 100 GB database, the reduced AS-Index size would be about 125 MB,
already fitting current mass-produced flash disks.

3.1.6 Experimental evaluation

We implemented our AS structure as well as a String B-Tree [45] and an n-gram index, based on inverted
lists [154]. We conduct our experiments on a database of records identified by a unique ID and with content
consisting of a sequence of one-byte characters. We treat each character as an element in the Galois field
GF (28). We use for all indexes standard compression techniques. We use four types of datasets with
quite distinct characteristics: alpha(full), dna, text and wikipedia. The alpha(full) type consists of
synthetic ASCII records, with uniform distribution, ranging over the 256 symbols of the extended ASCII
characters. We consider two alphabets: The second type, dna, consists of real DNA records extracted from
the UCSC database1. This dataset is composed by 97 files whose size covers a large range, from dozens of
KB to hundreds of MB, or even for 2 files several GB. Its total size is 9.9GB. The type text consists of real

1http://hgdownload.cse.ucsc.edu/
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text records created from ASCII files of large English books extracted from the Gutenberg digital library2.
The typical size of a text record is 0.5-2 MB, and size distribution is almost uniform and within that range.
We created a 16.6GB database of 29,539 text files. Finally the last type, wikipedia, consists of a dump
of free encyclopedia Wikipedia3. This dump appends all XML records from Wikipedia into a single XML
record whose size is 24GB. To limit collusions for the n-gram signature due to the alphabet-size, we set the
n-gram size to 8 for DNA files, 6 for wikipedia and to 4 for the other datasets. The main conclusions of
our experiments are:

i) Space occupancy and build time: the storage efficiency of these indexes depends heavily on the
distribution of n-grams. If the distribution is uniform, the number of n-gram values can become very
high, and this severely impacts the storage efficiency. For instance, for the alpha(full) dataset with
n = 4, we obtain 2564 = 4.3 109 distinct n-grams. So each list in the n-gram or AS-index index
consists of few entries for a given file (i.e., it is very unlikely to find twice a same n-gram in the same
file), which explains the important size of the indexes, 3.70 and 4.73 times the 20GB dataset size
respectively. while for less skewed dataset like text, the indexes size is respectively 1.94 and 2.94
times the dataset size. The AS-index requires around 25% additional space than n-gram index, which
corresponds to the extra-information needed for the structure, namely the CAS, that is not affected
by compression (so one additional byte for GF 8). The String B-Tree requires more space (regarding
the dataset between 7.3 or 8.5 times the data indexed) with 11B entries in the leaves and 19B entries
for internal nodes. Moreover String B-Tree can not benefit from compression techniques like other
structures which explains that it leads to the more important storage overheads.

ii) Search time: the String B-Tree and the AS-Index behavior is constant regardless of the length of
the pattern, while n-gram index performance degrades linearly with this length. The search time with
String B-Tree is also independent of the size of the alphabet, since the height of the String B-Tree only
depends on the dataset size (for instance is 5 independently of the alphabet size for a 20GB dataset).
AS-index exhibits a speed-up that lies between 1.5 and 2.5 compared to String-Btree while this speed-
up linearly increases with the size of the pattern compare to n-gram index, reaching for instance 30
times for a 200-symbol pattern in wikipedia

iii) non-dense indexing and false-positive: we observe a gain for space around 48% when saving one
n-gram on two whatever the alphabet is. When skipping 2 or 3 symbols the memory gain is respectively
around 64% and 73%. Oppositely the matching time increases with the size of the skip for most of the
alphabets. Note that there are 2 phenomena in competition: for t symbols skipped when indexing, we
perform t searches when matching instead of 2 for the basic version; however as observed the size of the
index, and consequently of the buckets, also decreases with t what reduces the processing time since
less combinations have to be tested. Non-dense indexing is expected to produce more false-positives.
We observe that for synthetic datasets with a uniform distribution, the false-postives are uncommon:
less than 0.05% for alpha(full). For real datasets we report a limited number of false-positives for the
basic AS-index version: 0.2% for adn and text files. Non-dense indexing leads to a significant number
of false-positives: around 15% for t = 2 and more than 40% for t = 4. Indeed a higher t value leads to
a higher number of matching attempts, so a more important probability to retrieve false-positives. For
synthetic datasets the uniform distribution guarantees a low false-positives rate. For real data, among
t consecutive n-grams we have a non-negligible probability, which increases with t, to have a frequent
n-gram, leading to false-positives.

2http://www.gutenberg.org/
3http://dumps.wikimedia.org/
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3.2 The melodic signature index

In the context of the Neuma project 4 we propose an extension of the AS-Index for collections of music scores.
Neuma is an on-line library that stores collections of symbolic scores for musicological and preservation
purposes, and provides content-based services on these collection. Neuma proposes a public interface to
search for melodic pieces based on several kinds of patterns: pitches, pitches and rythms, transposed or not.
In addition, searches can be either exact or approximate. This work has been published in ISMIR’11 [27].

3.2.1 Score descriptors

Neuma interprets scores content according to a “model” of symbolic music. The model of interest to this
work relies on a synchronized time series approach that sees a score as a superposition of voices. Each voice
is a sequence of elements in E ×D, where E is the domain of musical “events” (notes, chords, rest, etc.) and
D the musical duration. A descriptor can be text-encoded in the form <e1-d1; e2-d2; . . .; en-dn> where
each ei encodes an event and each di its duration. In the following, we shall blur the distinction between a
descriptor and its textual encoding. Given a descriptor d, we denote as ǫ(d) the sequence of events (without
durations) and as ρ(d) the sequence of durations (without events) of d.

Example 2. Voice v, in score 354, encodes a melody beginning with a G3 (half), followed by an A3 (half),
a B3 (flat, quarter), etc. Its descriptor dv is: (22-2;24-2;25-4;24-4;22-4;21-4;22-4;. . . ) Moreover, ǫ(dv) =
(22, 24, 25, 24, 22, 21, 22, . . . ) and ρ(dv)=(2, 2, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, . . . ).

In the example above, note heights are encoded with chromatic notation (number of semi-tones from the
lowest possible sound). Rest, chords, and silence are encoded with other, non ambiguous, symbols: we do
not elaborate further E which provides a compact representation of melodic sequences.

Given a pattern P , a search retrieves the scores such that for at least a voice v, and at least an offset
(position) o in v, P matches the fragment v[o]v[o + 1] . . .. The semantics of a matching attempt depends
on the interpretation of P , chosen by the user at query time. We explain the process with an example: let
P be the pattern described by 37-4;35-4;34-2. Then, under the exact search, transposed, without rhythm
interpretation, P matches the voice v of Example 2 at offset 3 (offsets start at 0). Indeed the transposed
interpretation allows to match the pattern 37-35-34 with the sequence 24-22-21. If we take the rhythm
into account, this is no longer true. Using a non-transposed interpretation also leads to a failure, with or
without rhythm. Finally, an approximate search likely detects a high similarity between P and v at position
3.

3.2.2 The MS-index

The Melodic Signature Index (MS-Index) is an extension of the AS-Index presented above. Each bucket
stores a list of hash records (records in short), each indexing some fixed-size fragment of a voice descriptor,
called n-gram. Fragment (24-4;22-4;21-4) is for instance a 3-gram extracted from the descriptor of Exam-
ple 2. To build the index, we process all n-grams in the score library. From each n-gram G of the form
e1-d1;...;en-dn we derive a number of algebraic signatures that determine the index organization and
content.

We first use signatures to calculate the index i of the line that refers to G. Let τ be the transform that
extracts from G a (n-1)-gram with the sequence of pitch intervals. We calculate i by hashing on the intervals
signature.

Example 3. Let G be the 4-gram (24-4;22-4;21-4;22-4). Then ǫ(G)=(24, 22, 21, 22) and τ(ǫ(G))=(-2, -1,
1) (e.g., the pitch interval encoding).

Let s = NASm(ǫ(G)) be the m-symbol signature of G for some m (see below), interpreted as a large,
unsigned integer and we compute index i as:

i = hL(S) = S mod L

4French Agence Nationale de la Recherche
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Next, we insert in HD[i] a record describing G, defined as follows:

Definition 7. Let G be an n-gram at offset o in a descriptor D. The record indexing G, denoted R(G), is
a 6-uplet (id(D), o, cǫ, cρ, ASρ,⊥) where

1. cǫ is CAS(ǫ(D), o), i.e., the event CAS of G at o;

2. cρ is CAS(ρ(D), o), i.e., the rhythm CAS of G at o;

3. ASρ is NASm(ρ(D), o), i.e., its rhythm signature;

4. ⊥ is the minimal pitch index in G, representing (along with the previous signatures) its absolute height.

The hash record of an n-gram contains all the information necessary to evaluate matching attempts
at run time, by combining the signatures with the Galois Field operators to evaluate the required pattern
interpretation.

Example 4. Consider again the 4-gram G of Example 3, assuming it is found at offset 3. Then cǫ and cρ
are obtained from the cumulative values at offset o − 1, thanks to Property 3.3 presented in the AS-Index
Section; Aρ is the NAS signature of ρ(G)=(4, 4, 4, 4); ⊥ is 21, the minimal pitch of the n-gram.

Construction time complexity. The MS-index is built in linear time in the size of the score library. Note in
particular that the cumulative signature at offset o can be derived from the cumulative signature at offset
o− 1.
Space complexity. The size of the directory, HD, is negligible. Given a descriptor D, a record occupies 9
bytes, and the index size is therefore |L|×τD×9, where τD denotes the ratio of descriptor’s size with respect
to a full score size. Standard indexed file compression techniques (e.g., variable bytes compression) further
reduce the space requirements. As shown by our experiments, τD is typically of the order of 10/00 and, in
spite of its rich content, our index occupies a small fraction of the whole library space.

3.2.3 Score retrieval

We perform an exact, transposed and without rhythm search (that is, we consider as a match any sequence
of pitch intervals similar to that of P ) the same way as with AS-Index. The difference is we only consider
pairs of records in the two identified buckets that are in the same voice and at the right distance among
them (looking at offsets).

Exact search, other interpretations

Other interpretations than the basic one are obtained with straightforward extensions to the above algorithm,
namely 1) non-transposed search, without rhythm, is obtained by comparing the minimal pitch index of P ’s
initial n-gram and the value ⊥ of r1 ; 2) searching with rhythm implies a calculus similar to that on intervals,
using r1.cρ, r2.cρ and Aρ as input ; 3) any combination of these criteria is possible to achieve the required
interpretation. The cost analysis remains similar, since the signatures comparison is negligible regarding
that of buckets access.

Approximate search

Our index supports the similarity measure using n-grams introduced by Ukkonen [143]. The more n-grams
the two strings have in common, the higher the similarity. The n−gram profile is a vector GP such that
GP [S] is the number of occurrences of the n-gram S in P . The “distance” between two strings P and Q is
then:

An(P,Q) = Σv∈Σn |GP [v]−GQ[v]|,

where Σn is the set of all possible n−grams.
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The approximate search of a pattern P in a symbolic score proceeds as follows. Given a descriptor
D = e1 . . . eN , a pattern P = p1 . . . pm we pre-process P to get all the n-grams S1, S2, . . .Sq occurring in
P . We access the MS index and retrieve, for each Si, i ≤ q, the list of the records featured in the document
with the same signature than h(Si). We then sort-merge all lists into one list, ordered with respect to each
descriptor. We take the first list of offsets and apply a moving window of size L = 2m − n + 1 in which
we solve the approximate search problem. Indeed we can show that a window of size L has 2m − 2n + 2
n-grams, from which at most m−n+1 belong to P and at least m−n+1 do not belong to P . For windows
of size greater than 2m− n+ 1, n-grams not belonging to P will always outnumber those who do.

We compute the An distance between the pattern and all subsequences starting on the left edge of the
window, and keep track of the ending position for the best one inside the window. We repeat this process
for all offsets of the list by sliding the window along the list. We return all triplets (istart , iend , di) which
comply to the maximum error tolerance.

3.2.4 Experiments

We built a library of MusicXML scores collected from several public on-line collections5. This library
consists in 7,664 files for a total size of 1.2GB, and we extract 15,517 descriptors. There exists an important
discrepancy in the size of the descriptors. The average descriptor size is 967 bytes, and it ranges from 444B
on average in bach to 7,020B in gutenberg (noted gut). The ratio (descriptorsize/documentsize) varies
from 9 0/00 in wikifonia to 23 0/00 in hymns.

We study the search time and compare performances with those of an exhaustive scan. MS-Index over-
performs for all datasets the exhaustive search (the ratio ranging from 800% to 10,000%). The search time
with MS-Index does not depend on the descriptors size: wima is twice larger than gut but searches are
performed 4 times faster, and the same ratio holds when comparing to all whereas its size is 3 times larger.
Our index performances are more sensitive to the data distribution since skewness leads to large bucket, thus
a larger number of tests. Searches with rhythm are faster since they filter out records in the first bucket
(resp. n-grams) for the MS-Index (resp. exhaustive scan), skipping useless comparisons. The speed-up is
lower for gut than for other collections. The rationale is that gut presents a few, large files (137) with more
records for each document in a bucket. Since the id of the document is also a filtering condition (we try to
match an entry of the first bucket with one of the second bucket from the same document), more matching
attempts are carried out.

3.3 Efficient pattern matching on sequences

The AS-Index (and MS-Index) is designed for static document databases since it requires a pre-processing
of the database, and a large memory overhead to store the index structure. Dealing with sequence database
implies a different strategy since we can not afford neither a pre-processing, nor an indexing structure based
on the whole database since it is constantly growing.

Consequently we adopt a different strategy for this kind of data. We introduce parameterized pattern
queries as a new paradigm to extend traditional pattern expressions over sequence databases. A parameter-
ized pattern is essentially a string made of constant symbols or variables where variables can be matched
against any symbol of the input string.

Parameterized patterns allow a concise and expressive definition of regular expressions that would be
very complex to describe without variables. They can also be used to express additional constraints, to
“relax” pattern expressions by allowing more freedom, and finally to cluster patterns in order to minimize
the number of symbols’ comparisons. This work has been initially presented in CIKM’05 [41], the filtering
algorithm in SSDBM’06 [42] and the extended version in DKE’07 [43].

5bach: www.jsbchorales.net, hausmusik: www.hausmusik.ch,
gut: www.gutenberg.org/wiki/Gutenberg:The_Sheet_Music_Project,
hymns: www.hymnsandcarolsofchristmas.com,
musicxml: www.musicxml.org, wikifonia: www.wikifonia.org,
wima: www.icking-music-archive.org
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3.3.1 The model

Let Σ be a finite set of symbols and V be a set of variables such that Σ∩V = ∅. In the following, letters a, b,
c, . . . denote symbols from Σ, and @x, @y, @z, . . . variables. A sequence is a word in Σ∗. A pattern is a word
t1.t2 . . . tm in (Σ ∪ V)∗. In their simplest form, patterns are words in Σ∗ such as, for instance, Q1 = a.d.c

and Q2 = b.c.e.f. For clarity, we use the string concatenation symbol “.” to separate symbols from Σ or
variables in a pattern.

The interpretation of a pattern P without variable is natural: a sequence T matches a pattern P if P is
a substring of T . The interpretation of patterns (with variables) is an extension of this trivial semantics: a
sequence T matches a pattern P if one can substitute each variable in P by a symbol from Σ, such that the
resulting pattern is a substring of T . More formally:

Definition 8 (Substitution and valuation). A substitution σ is a finite set of the form
{x1/t1, x2/t2, . . . , xn/tn} where xi ∈ V , i = 1, . . . , n, and each ti is either a variable in V or a symbol
in Σ. σ is a valuation if ti ∈ Σ, for all i ∈ [1, n].

σ(P ) denotes the pattern obtained from P by replacing, for each xi/ti ∈ σ, each occurrence of xi in
P by ti. Each element xi/ti is called a binding for xi and the set of variables {x1, x2, . . . , xn} is denoted
by bound(σ). Sometimes, if x is bound to t, for brevity t will be referred to as σ(x). If, for instance,
P = a.b.@x.@y.b.@z.b and σ = {@x/c, @z/@x}, then σ(P ) = a.b.c.@y.b.@x.b. In the following var(P )
and symb(P ) denote respectively the set of variables and constant symbols in P .

Note that if σ is a valuation and var(P ) ⊆ bound(σ), then σ(P ) is a word in Σ∗ (for the sake of clarity
we shall denote a valuation by ν). Hence the definition:

Definition 9 (Interpretation of a pattern). A sequence s matches a pattern P (denoted s ∈ L(P )) iff there
exists a valuation ν such that ν(P ) is a substring of s.

A query q is simply a pair (P, C) such that P is a pattern, and C = {c1, c2, · · · , cm}, m ≥ 0, is a (possibly
empty) set of predicates over var(P ). The semantics of a query is straightforward from that of a pattern: a
sequence satisfies a query iff there exists a valuation of var(P ) which satisfies the pattern of the query and the
predicates in C . In the following we focus on the evaluation of patterns. The evaluation of queries checks the
progressive bindings of variables against the predicates. Note that the predicates are application-dependent
i.e., we might have spatial predicates in a mobile application, or specialized conditions on proteins, or url
comparisons.

3.3.2 Query evaluation

The KMP algorithm

The Knuth, Morris and Pratt (KMP) [78] algorithm relies on the observation that, in the case of a
mismatch, several symbols can be skipped. Moreover the pattern contains all the information needed
for determining the number of symbols to be skipped. This is illustrated in Figure 3.6 with the pattern
P =a.b.c.a.b.c.b and the substring T = a.b.c.a.b.c.a.

?
a b c a cb a

a b c a b c b

a b c a b c a

pattern

sequence

bcacba

1 2 3 4 5 60

(a) a mismatch occurs at pos. 6

i i + 6

1 2 3 4 5 60

the right and restarts the matching

(b) The KMP shifts 3 symbols to

i i + 6

b

Figure 3.6: Example of a shift determined by the KMP algorithm
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A mismatch occurs at position 6 of the pattern. We successfully superposed P [0]. · · · .P [5] on the lastly
read six symbols of T . A shift of one or two symbols to the right always leads to a mismatch. Indeed after
a shift of one symbol, P [0] =a is compared to T [i + 1] =b. Similarly a shift of two symbols attempts to
superpose P [0] =a on T [i+ 2] =c.

Nonetheless, a shift of three symbols to the right is possible since P [0]. · · · .P [2] = T [i + 3]. · · · .T [i+ 5]
(Figure 3.6(b)). It turns out that this shift is allowed because P [0]. · · · .P [2] = P [3]. · · · .P [5]. Therefore it
can be determined by examining the pattern, at compile-time, independently from any specific sequence.

More generally, for each substring sl = P [0]. · · · .P [l− 1], l < m of P , we need to know the longest prefix
el of sl which is also a suffix of sl. Such a string el is called an edge. If the mismatch occurs at position l in
the pattern, then the shift is of length l − 1− |el|.

Note that taking the longest suffix means that the shift is minimal, and guarantees that the algorithm
does not miss any solution. The edges are precomputed and stored in a table called the table of edges.

The KMP algorithm is decomposed into two steps. First an offline scan of the pattern to detect the
edges for each substring in the pattern; second an online use of the table of edges to apply the appropriate
shift each time a mismatch occurs. Using the table of edges often avoids the need to check an input symbol
several times when performing a matching attempt.

Extended KMP algorithm

b baaba @x

a b c a ab a

(a) a mismatch occurs at pos. 6

@x is bound to c

1 2 3 4 5 60

i i + 6

a b a b a b@x

a b c a b a a

(b) we directly shift 3 symbols to

the right and bind @x to a

1 2 3 4 5 60

i i + 6

Figure 3.7: A shift for a pattern containing variables

Consider the pattern P = a.b.@x.a.b.a.b and the example of Figure 3.7. A mismatch occurs at position
6. The shift is determined by two conditions. First, if we consider the pattern prefix a.b.@x.a.b.a and
assume that @x is bound to a, one may envisage the shift that superposes the prefix P [0].P [1].P [2] with the
suffix P [3].P [4].P [5]. After the shift, P [2] = @x is bound to a. So P [0].P [1].P [2] may be superposed with the
suffix P [3].P [4].P [5] This first condition is necessary but not sufficient: assume we have a variable @current
that stores the current symbol of the sequence, then the mismatch occurred because the value of @current
(i.e., ν(@current)) does not match with P [6] = b. One must check that it matches the symbol P [3] after
the shift (Figure 3.7.b). Since P [3] = a = ν(@current), the necessary and sufficient conditions are fulfilled
and the shift is possible.

a b c a b a

a b @x@y b @z b

a

6543210

i + 6i

a b @x@y b @z b

aabacba

6543210

i i + 6

to a, @y to a and @z not bound

(b) shift 3 pos. to the right, @x bound(a) mismatch at pos. 6, @x bound to c,

@y to a, and @z to a

Figure 3.8: A shift involving a substitution

Next, consider a more complex case where the bindings after the shift depend on the bindings before the
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mismatch (Figure 3.8). Once again a mismatch occurs at position 6, @x being bound to c, @y to a and @z to
a. The current symbol that leads to the mismatch is ν(@current) = a.

The first condition applies to the edges of the sub-pattern P [0]. · · · .P [5] = a.b.@x.@y.b.@z. The prefix
a.b.@x can be superposed with the suffix @y.b.@z if and only if @y is bound to a. In that case the shift
binds @x to the former binding of @z, a. There is no condition on the value of the current symbol of the
sequence: since P [3] is the first occurrence of a variable, @y, it is always possible to bind @y to the value of
@current after the shift. The analysis of the pattern at compile-time gives all the needed information to
evaluate the conditions and the substitutions that must be performed at runtime.

a @x a c @y@x b

a b a c a b a

a @x a c @y@x b

(b) since @y was bound to a, and the

read symbol is a, applying an edge of length 2 is

654321 6543210 0

i i + 6 i i + 6

possible ; then @x is now bound to b

a b a c a b a

(a) mismatch at pos. 6, @x bound to b,

y to a since @x is bound to b,

edge of length 4 is not allowed.

Figure 3.9: A shift that depends on the runtime valuation and on the value of @current

Here is a last example which develops the full mechanism of conditions/ substitutions. In Figure 3.9.a, a
mismatch occurs at position 6. The sub-pattern P [0]. · · · .P [5] is a.@x.a.c.@y.@x. An edge of length 4 can
be envisaged, since the prefix a.@x.a.c can be superposed on the suffix a.c.@y.@x, the necessary condition
being that ν(P [5]) = P [3], i.e., @x must be bound to c prior to the shift. This is not the case in Figure 3.9.
Next we can consider an edge of length 2 which superposes the prefix a.@x on the suffix @y.@x. This is only
possible if @y is bound to a, which, on the example of Figure 3.9, is true. It remains to check the condition
on @current: for a shift of length 2, one must have ν(@current) = P [2]. This is verified and the shift can
be performed.

Edges

As shown by the previous examples, the choice of an edge at run-time depends on conditions on the variables
bindings and on the value of the current symbol of the sequence. Moreover a shift determines a substitution
of variables values which depends, partially or totally, on the runtime valuation. The notion of edge covers
these conditions and substitutions.

Definition 10 (Edge of a pattern). Let P be a pattern of length m. An edge of P is a triple
(length, νmin, σshift), where νmin is a valuation and σshift a substitution, which satisfies the following prop-
erties:

• νmin(σshift(P [0]. · · · .P [length− 1])) = νmin(P [m− length]. · · · .P [m− 2].@current),

• there does not exist an edge e′ = (length, ν′min, σ
′
shift) with ν′min ⊆ νmin.

The valuation νmin expresses the necessary and sufficient conditions for applying the shift: given the
runtime substitution ν, the edge e is applicable iff νmin ⊆ ν (we sometimes say that ν is compatible with
νmin). Finally σshift is the substitution used to bind the edge’s variables after the shift. Both νmin and
σshift are computed at compile time.

Assume that during the superposition of a pattern P on a sequence T a mismatch occurs at position l of
P . If (length, νmin, σshift) is an edge of P [0]. · · · .P [l− 1] and νmin is compatible with the runtime valuation
ν, then we can shift P of l − length− 1 symbols to the right and restart the matching process at position
length+ 1 for P . The new runtime valuation is ν ◦ σshift.

To illustrate this, let the subpattern be @x.b.@y.c.@z.@x.a.d. There exists an edge e(4, νmin, σshift) of
length 4 with νmin = {@x/b, @current/c} and σshift = {@x/@z, @y/a}
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This is interpreted as follows. If a mismatch occurs with the last symbol of P , a shift of size 4 can be
performed if the following conditions hold: (i) @x is bound to b and (ii) @current is bound to c.

Then the prefix @x.b.@y.c can be superposed with @z.@x.a.@current. Since @x replaces @z, it takes
the value assigned to @z by the runtime valuation, while @y takes always the value a. One easily verifies
that: νmin(σshift(@x.b.@y.c)) = νmin(@z.@x.a.@current) = @z.b.a.c.

Computing the edges

A brute-force technique for determining the edges of P consists in considering, for each subpattern
P [0 . . .m−1], all the possible edges of length i < m. This algorithm runs in O(m3) (number of comparisons).
A better algorithm uses the edges already determined at a given position l−1 to deduce the edges at position
l. The algorithm relies on the following property (see Figure 3.10):

Lemma 3. Let e = (i+1, νmin, σshift) be an edge for P [0 . . . l]. Then there exists an edge e′ = (i, ν′min, σ
′
shift)

for P [0 . . . l− 1] with
{

ν′min = νmin|var(P [l−i...l−1])
∪ {@current/P [i− 1]}

σ′
shift = σshift |var(P [0...i−1])

where σ|var(q)
(resp. νmin|var(q)

) denotes the restriction of σ (resp. νmin) to the variables in q.

P

P [0 . . . l − 1]

P [0 . . . l] α

α

ml − 1

β

0

0

0

e′

e

e′ ∈ Edges[l − 1]

e ∈ Edges[l]

β current

currentγ

Figure 3.10: Computation of Edges[l − 1] from Edges[l]

This lemma leads to an optimized algorithm EdgesConstruction that iteratively constructs the table
of edges, deducing Edges[l] from the edges in Edges[l − 1].

Proposition 4. EdgesConstruction is in the worst case quadratic in the size of the pattern.

Finally, given a query q(P, C), the computation of edges must take into account the constraints C. Once
the table of edges is built as described above, any edge whose variables binding is incompatible with one
of the query constraints must be removed. We do not elaborate further on the constraint language, since
constraint evaluation is clearly indenpendent of the core of our algorithm.

Representation of edges and Complexity analysis

The basic idea for the edge representation consists in building two structures. The first one is a set of
arrays of edges, one for each position in the pattern, that stores all the existing edges at that position. The
second one describes the association between the variables valuations and the edges.

The evaluation of a pattern P maintains a buffer (or “sliding window”) B containing the last |P | symbols
of the input sequence T . When a match is found, the content of B constitutes the result output to the user.
Note that during a matching attempt at position i, the run-time valuation ν of a variable with position k is
the symbol T [i+ k], which can be found directly in B.
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Regarding the space complexity, we show that the required storage for our edge structure is in O(m3).
Note that this is independent both from the alphabet and from the input sequence. We also observe that
the worst-case cost for processing a symbol is k×

⌈

m
w

⌉

, and n×k×
⌈

m
w

⌉

for a sequence of length n, a pattern
of size m with k variables and w the size of a machine-word. If the pattern is small with respect to the size
of a word, the time complexity is O(n× k).

3.3.3 Multiple patterns evaluation

With this algorithm at hand, we can turn our attention to the evaluation of multiple patterns over a large
input sequence.

Patterns containment

Patterns are equivalent up to a renaming of variables, e.g., b.@x.a ≡ b.@y.a. Note also that adding
at the end of a pattern P a variable which does not already appear in P yields an equivalent pattern,
i.e., b.@x.a ≡ b.@x.a.@y. Indeed, since @y can be bound to any symbol, a sequence that matches b.@x.a

matches b.@x.a.@y as well, and conversely6. We use as equivalence class representatives normalized patterns.
Let the marking of a pattern P be the pattern where each variable v of var(P ) is replaced by @x marked by
a subscript over N, representing the rank of the first occurrence of v in P . A pattern P is normalized iff the
following conditions hold: (i) P = marking(P ), and (ii) if P is of the form P ′.@x, then @x ∈ var(P ′). It is
straightforward that for any pattern P , there exists a unique equivalent normalized pattern. For instance
the normalized pattern of @y.c.@x.@y.@z is @x1.c.@x2.@x1.@x3.

The containment relation holds on equivalent classes of patterns. A pattern P1 contains a pattern P2 if
any sequence S matching P2 at position l matches also P1 at l. This means first that |P1| ≤ |P2|, and second
that there exist two valuations ν1 and ν2 such that both ν1(P1) and ν2(P2) are substrings of S starting at l.
Therefore:

Definition 11. A pattern P1 contains a pattern P2, denoted P2 � P1, iff for each valuation ν2, there exists
a valuation ν1 such that ν1(P1) is a prefix of ν2(P2).

Syntactically, containment means tighter matching constraints. There exists several ways of doing so: by
suffixing a pattern with some constant symbols, by replacing a variable with a constant symbol, and finally
by binding the variables. It follows that the containment of P2 in P1 can be decided by a comparison of
the patterns’ symbols from left to right. At each position one checks that the current symbol from P1 is a
“relaxation” of the corresponding symbol of P2, according to the following rules: (i) a constant symbol can be
relaxed to itself or to a variable; (ii) a variable can be relaxed to another variable whose subscript is greater
or equal. It is easily verified that � is a partial order on (Σ ∪ V)∗. Furthermore, it can be shown that two
patterns have a unique minimal common ancestor or least upper bound (lub) with respect to relation �.

Proposition 5. The set of patterns over (Σ ∪ V) ordered by � is an upper semi-lattice.

The clustering algorithm

From the previously defined interpretation of the containment relation, If P1 and P2 are two patterns, then
the set of sequences matched by lub(P1, P2) is a superset of the sequences respectively matched by P1 and
P2. Then, we can construct hierarchies of patterns ordered by containment, and use the root of each subtree
as a filter of the patterns contained in the subtree.

Since subscriptions (patterns) may be added or removed dynamically, we propose an algorithm which
delivers a non-optimal solution but runs quite efficiently. Our experiments show that it still provides an
effective reduction of the overall evaluation cost with respect to the trivial solution that evaluates separately
each of the submitted patterns.

The insertion of a new pattern P is performed in two steps:

6We consider unbounded sequences, thus the length of a pattern is never an issue.
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• Candidate parent selection.
A node N in T is a candidate parent for P if the following conditions hold: (i) P �N , and (ii) for each
child N ′ of N , P ⋪ N ′, i.e., P is strictly contained in N but does not contain any child of N .

The algorithm performs a depth-first search to seek for a candidate parent. Starting from the root, one
chooses at each level the most selective child which contains P . When such a child no longer exists the
candidate parent is found. Note that this is an heuristic which avoids to follow an unbounded number
of paths in the tree, but does not guarantee that the “best” candidate parent (i.e., the most selective
one) is found.

• Lub selection.
Once the candidate parent N is found, the second step inserts P as a child or grandchild of N as
follows. First, for each child N ′ of N , one computes lub(P,N ′) and keeps only those lubs which are
strictly contained in N . Now:

1. if at least one such lub L = lub(P,N ′) has been found, the most selective one is chosen, and a
new subtree L(P,N ′) is inserted under N ;

2. else P is inserted as a child of N .

@x1

@x1.a

@x1

@x1.ab.@x1.c

b.a.a

d.a.d

b.d.c.dc.a.@x1.d b.a.a b.c.c b.@x1.c.@x1

d.a.d

c.a.@x1.d

b.d.c.d b.a.c.a

b.c.c

b.@x1.c

Figure 3.11: Insertion of the pattern b.c.a

Let us take as an example the left tree of Figure 3.11. The pattern P = b.a.c.a must be inserted. First
one checks P against the root node. Since P � @x1, we consider the two children of the root. P is strictly
contained in both @x1.a and b.@x1.c which constitute therefore two possible paths. Since τ(@x1.a) =

1
|Σ|

and τ(b.@x1.c) = 1
|Σ|2 , the second is chosen. None of its children contain P , therefore b.@x1.c is the

candidate parent.
Next one determines the lubs of P with each child of b.@x1.c, and keeps those which are strictly

contained in b.@x1.c. For instance lub(b.a.c.a, b.c.c) = b.@x1.c, so it is not kept. However
lub(b.a.c.a, b.d.c.d) = b.@x1.c.@x1 is a candidate lub. One finally obtains the tree of the right part of
Figure 3.11.

It may happen that several equivalent choices are possible. Assume for instance that the pattern P ′ =
b.a.d is inserted. The candidate parent is @x1.a, and one must choose between L1 = lub(P ′, d.a.d) =
@x1.a.d and L2 = lub(P ′, b.a.a) = b.a. Both have the same filtering rate. The tie-breaking procedure
compares the prefixes of length l < min(|L1|, |L2|), starting with l = 1. As soon as one of the prefixes is
found to be more selective than the other one, the corresponding lub is chosen. The rationale is that a
mismatch will occur more quickly, and that less comparisons are necessary. In our example, since @x1 is a
less filtering prefix than b we create the lub lub(P ′, b.a.a) = b.a.@x1.

The insertion algorithm follows a single path from the root to a node in the pattern tree. At each level,
a comparison must be carried out with each child. Its complexity is determined by the following properties.

Proposition 6. The depth of a pattern tree T is bound by l+1 where l denotes the size of the longest pattern
in T . Each internal node N of the tree has at most |Σ| × |var(N)| children.

Multi-pattern evaluation

The evaluation mechanism associates one automaton with each pattern in the pattern tree. These automata
may be active or inactive, according to the following rules:
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1. Initially the automaton Aroot associated with the root is active; others automata are inactive.

2. When a matching is found for an automaton AP , all the inactive automata associated with the sons
of P become active; AP itself becomes inactive.

3. When a matching fails for some automaton AP , its parent becomes active and AP becomes inactive.

P1 = @x

P3 = @x.cP2 = a.@x.b

P5 = a.c.b.d P6 = a.c.b.eP4 = a.@x.b.@x.e

Figure 3.12: Evaluation over a pattern tree

Consider the tree of Fig. 3.12 and the sequence a.c.b.c.a.d.b. · · · . Each pattern Pi is associated with
an automaton APi

. Initially the automaton AP1 is the only one active. Figure 3.13 illustrates the successive
activation status.

a) seq. read :

P2

P1

P3

b) seq. read : a

P2

P1

P3

c) seq. read : a.c

P2

P1

P3

P1

P2 P3

f) seq. read : a.c.b.c.a.d.b

P1

P3P2

e) seq. read : a.c.b.cd) seq. read : a.c.b

P3

P1

P2

Figure 3.13: Active patterns during the evalution of a.c.b.c.a.d.b

The first symbol of the sequence matches P1. Hence AP2 and AP3 become active in turn (Figure 3.13(b)).
The next symbol is c: a matching is found with P3. AP3 becomes inactive, while the automata of its sons
become active (Figure 3.13(c)). Let us now focus on the subtree rooted at P2. When the third symbol, b,
is read from the sequence, a matching is found. AP2 becomes inactive, AP4 , AP5 and AP6 become active
(Figure 3.13(d)).

When the fourth symbol, c, is received, the matching attempt fails for P5 and P6 (Figure 3.13(e)). The
evaluation proceeds then as follows:

• P4 is matched by the sequence; notifications are sent and the automaton AP4 remains active;
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• AP5 and AP6 become inactive but AP2 , their common parent, becomes active.

Finally after receiving a.d.b, AP2 reaches a successful state and activates again AP5 and AP6 (Fig-
ure 3.13(f)). In that case a mismatch occurs at once because the second symbol is d whereas both AP5 and
AP6 expect a c. Actually, when several sibling patterns fail, their common prefix is represented by their
parent. Making active the parent is a way to “factorize” the query evaluation for this prefix, but this does
not guarantee that any of its children will succeed.

3.3.4 Experiments

The first algorithm, Naïve shifts the pattern only one symbol to the right whenever a mismatch occurs. The
other one is the extended KMP algorithm which uses the table of edges. Our experimental setting includes
a random text of 1 000 000 symbols, a pattern size with a length between 5 and 20, and four alphabet sizes,
ranging from 2 to 30. The main conclusions of our experiments are:

i) alphabet’s size: as expected, our extended KMP algorithm always outperforms the naïve one. The
gain decreases with the size of the alphabet. For 5 variables for instance, the gain is 50% with an
alphabet size of |Σ| = 2, while it reaches 30% for |Σ| = 4, 10% for |Σ| = 10, and only 3% with an
alphabet of 30 symbols.

ii) impact of the number of variables: the number of variables has a low impact on the relative
gain of Match with respect to Naïve. For instance with 0 variable (i.e., our algorithm reduces to
the standard KMP) the gain is 50% whatever the alphabet size is. This is explained by two opposite
effects of variables. First more variables lead to more edges, and therefore extend the possibilities
of having an edge compatible with the current valuation. The counterpart is that the probability of
having longer edges (so smaller shifts) increases. Moreover, remind that when a mismatch occurs, we
perform an AND operation for each variable located before the mismatch position.

iii) filtering: the higher the number of patterns, the more important the space gain. The ratio between
the number of comparisons for the two solutions is 0.55 for 10 patterns, reaches 0.35 for 100 patterns,
0.15 for 1.000 and 0.05 for 10,000. This ratio hardly depends on the size of the alphabet. Oppositely
the filtering rate of internal nodes tends to be higher for large alphabets, while the number of children
grows (on the average) for each node. The latter factor explains the relative importance of active
automata for large alphabets, since each time a matching has been found for an internal node, all its
children must be activated.

3.4 Related work

Finding patterns in a large database of sets is a fundamental problem in Computer Science and its applications
such as bioinformatics. The theoretically best algorithms and data structures allow linear construction of
the index in the database, have low storage overhead, and allow searches that are processed in time linear
on the size of the pattern. Among the many algorithms, those based on suffix trees [55] have received
much attention. Recent work by Kurtz [82], Tata, Hankins, and Patel [138] among others tries to make
the theoretically optimal behavior of suffix trees practical. A great part of the problem is caused by the
blow-up of the index size over the database size, typically ten to twenty times [82]. Related data structures
such as Manber’s suffix arrays [103], Kärkkäinen’s suffix cacti [71], or Anderson and Nilsson [4] suffix tries
lower storage overhead at the prize of an increase in search time. Dementiev, Kärkkäinen, Mehnert, and
Sanders [33] give methods to make suffix arrays effective and efficient for truly large files

Suffix arrays and suffix trees are static indexes, designed to index a single file content. If we create such
an index for every record, then search times will depend on the size of the database. If we however create the
index for a collection of records – as we obviously should – then deleting and inserting records becomes very
difficult, and it is unclear how we can adapt the binary search of suffix arrays to the indirection mechanism
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used by the storage engine. Life is much simpler if the database consists of words and we restrict ourselves
to word indexes that can be stored much more compactly [154].

Our method is predominantly based on previous work on n-gram based inverted file indexing. The
technique has been advocated for string search in larger, hence naturally disk based, partly or totally un-
structured files or databases (full-text, hypertext, protein, DNA). In bioinformatics, Cafe prototype uses
n = 3 for protein and n = 9 for DNA string search, and is reported several times faster than previous
systems [152]. All these systems used the basic n-gram index for many GB disk-resident datasets.

The latest attempt of using n-grams for a large, (hence diskbased) database, is reported in [75]. Like us,
it improves storage overhead and, especially, search time, over the basic n-gram scheme. The n-Gram/2L
uses a “normalized” representation with two indexes: (i) one n-gram index on the subsequences of size m
indexing the n-grams found in each subsequences, and (ii) one n- gram-index indexing the subsequences
found in the files. The two indexes are smaller than the original index and though a search needs to use
both indexes, it can use less look-up. If AS-Index saved storage for larger alphabets it appears to be slightly
less efficient for small ones compared to n-Gram/2L However like n-gram index this structure offers a search
proportional to the database size and to the query size oppositely to our constant time claim.

Finding patterns in sequences is a quite different problem since we can not assume the existence of
an index of the data and patterns must be match on-the-fly. Most studies on sequence databases aim at
extending SQL with pattern-matching operators. In [128], the authors present a language called SEQUIN
based on SQL in order to query sequences. In [119] sequences are considered as sorted relations where each
tuple is assigned to a number that represents its position in the sequence. A shift operator using this number
is defined in order to join tuples of the same sequence. The SQL-TS language presented in [123, 122] shares
several ideas with the present proposal. It applies to sequences of tuples an extension of the KMP algorithm
to detect trends in the evolution of some attributes values. The focus is rather put on time series and on
queries over successive versions of a constantly changing value. Some other papers for querying and mining
similar sequences, as well as for detecting events from time series data (i.e., sequences of real numbers)
are [76, 52, 54, 25, 89]. In [102] the authors describe a mining algorithm for retrieving spatio-temporal
periodic patterns for objects moving on a partitioned map. It supports the “undefined” symbol inside a
pattern but the data model, as well as the techniques used, are essentially different from ours.

The problem examined can be related to approximate string matching, which accepts a matching up to
a predefined number of errors. There has been an important amount of work in this area, see for example
[142, 88, 156, 110]. [156] presents the agrep algorithm, an extension of [11] to find a matching allowing k
errors. An error is either an insertion, a deletion or a substitution. The space complexity is O(k × |Σ|),
and the worst-case time complexity in O(k × n × ⌈m

w ⌉). Our problem is related to theirs if we restrict
errors to substitutions. However, even in that case, a major difference between approximate string matching
and parameterized patterns is that errors are allowed at any position. This requires some computations
for each input symbol, whereas we can take advantage of the a-priori knowledge on the variables positions,
variables repetitions and query constraints to limit these computations to the cases where a mismatch
occurs. Instead, using an approximate string matching algorithm would require many post-matching tests
to remove a posteriori some solutions. Our algorithm constitutes a more specialized and efficient solution to
the parameterized matching problem.

Several papers deal with the problem of multi-patterns matching [46, 20, 29, 22]. The authors of [20]
propose an incremental algorithm which builds a multi-pattern tree. The relaxation does not rely on variables,
but on a “wildcard” character. We believe that our refinement relation is more precise. Moreover their
evaluation process is quite different from ours. The multi-pattern evaluation presented in [29] relies on two
deterministic automata, one built on the prefix of the set of patterns and the other on the reverse patterns.
They use the second automaton at a given position until a mismatch occurs, and use the first one to determine
the “shift” on the sequence. The technique is designed for simple patterns without variables.

Two main approaches for off-line indexing score collections have been investigated: tree-based [97, 155, 73]
and inverted files [111, 36, 23]. [111, 36] propose to index both the pitch interval and rhythm sequences in
an inverted file. We adopt a similar approach, with a much richer encoding that allows to reach a constant
search complexity and more flexibility in terms of search options.
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The idea of using n-gram for melody retrieval and measuring music similarity is not new in monophonic
[134, 144] as well as polyphonic pieces [35, 60], although they usually model only some of the music informa-
tion. Our structure enjoys the nice feature of being able to index both exact search with many variants, and
approximate search based on the edit distance. This makes it a structure of choice to solve the addressed
problem of index pattern searches in large score databases.
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Chapter 4

Social data management

This Chapter covers the most recent part of my work since I started to study social networks with my
two PhD students, Zeinab and Ryadh, three years ago. A preliminary work consisted in an empirical study
of a large RSS datasets we acquired in order to characterize the behavior of Web syndication user and the
content of items. Based on the conclusion of this study, we proposed and thoroughly compared with Zeinab
indexes for RSS subscriptions. With Ryadh we focused on Microblogging applications which differs from
Web syndication mainly by the existence of the followee-follower graph. We proposed a filtering technique to
avoid flooding in such applications and an index that could be integrated in existing microblogging structure.

4.1 Characterizing Web Syndication Behavior and Content

Our empirical study relies on a large-scale testbed acquired over a 8-month campaign from March 2010 in
the context of the French ANR Roses1 project. We collected a total number of 10,794,285 items originating

1www-bd.lip6.fr/roses
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from 8,155 productive feeds (spanning over 2,930 different hosting sites). Then, we have identified six rep-
resentative types of information sources delivering their content as RSS/Atom feeds: Press (for newspapers
and agencies), Blogs (for personal weblogs), Forums (for discussion and mailing lists), Sales (for marketing
web sites), Social media (for micro-blogging such as twitter, digg, yahoo! groups, and blogosphere) and
Misc. (e.g., for news sites with medical or city/group information as well as podcasts). This work has been
published in WISE’11 [63] and a journal version is under reviewing (TOIT). I summarize in the following
the main conclusions drawn from our experiments.

Publication activity

We observe that 17% of RSS/Atom feeds produce 97% of the items of the testbed. In their majority,
productive feeds (i.e. with >10 items per day) exhibit a regular behavior without publication bursts, thus
are more predictable in their publication behavior.

Figure 4.1: Activity classes of RSS/Atom feeds

Figure 4.1 depicts in log-log-scale the Gini Coefficient G [117] vs the average publication rate for each of
the 8,155 feeds. Gini coefficient take sinto the deviation from a mean value but also the temporal variation
of this deviation. Feeds with a G value less than 0.02293 (below the horizontal dashed line) did not exhibit
a single burst during the entire 8-month period. Three classes of feed activity are identified. The first one
called “productive class”, comprises 614 feeds which produce more than 10 items a day with a very low
temporal variation (G less than 0.03). The second one called “moderate class”, gathers 1,677 feeds that
publish between 1 and 10 items per day with a moderately low temporal variation (G less than 0.1). The
third one called “slow class”, represents the large majority of the feeds. They publish less than 1 item a
day (0.23 on average) and exhibit a strong temporal variation in the number of items (G = 0.32 on average).
We formally characterized feeds publication rate by using a modified power law. The average G value as a
function of the average publication rate p (dotted curve) is approximated by the following function:

G(p) = 5.53× 10−2 × p−0.59 + 4.48× 10−3 × p0.101

We also observe, as expected, that micro-blogging feeds from social media are more productive than those
from blogs while press sources lie in between. The average publication rate among all feeds of the testbed
has been measured to be 3.59 items a day.

Item analysis

The most popular RSS/Atom textual elements are title and description while the average length of items is
52 terms (corresponding to 36 distinct terms), which has not been reported so far in related work.

Figure 4.2 plots the number of items vs their length. A long-tail curve is observed in items length
distribution as also reported in the literature for the size of Web documents [153]. 51.39% of the items
have a length between 21 and 50 terms, and 14% between 8 and 20 terms. The peaks for length 6 and
8 are mainly due to Sales feeds (producing >55% of the items for these lengths) whose items respect a
fixed-length pattern (i.e. items differ only by one or two terms).
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Figure 4.2: Number of items per item length

RSS/Atom items are greater than bids (4-5 terms [80]) or tweets (∼15 terms at most [118]) but smaller
than blog posts (250-300 terms [98]) or Web pages (450-500 terms excluding tags [90]). Although, the
cumulative item size follows a log-normal distribution, a more detailed analysis reveals that items’ length
varies greatly in relation to the feeds type. For instance, Press items lies between 20 and 60 terms, while
blogs items are composed by more than 60 terms while Sales items are around 10 terms. Moreover, we
have observed that re-publication of items across feeds is not frequent since only 0.41% of duplicates among
distinct feeds hosted by different sites have been recognized by our analysis.

It is also worth noticing that 47% of the feeds (especially for Misc, Blogs and Sales) publish items that
in their majority share the same description, clearly indicating that the main RSS information is brought by
the items’ title.

Vocabulary analysis

The total number of extracted English terms is 1,537,730 out of which only a small fraction (around 4%) is
found in the WordNet dictionary, denoted VW in the following (and VW for non-WordNet vocabulary). This
is due to the heavy use in RSS/Atom textual elements of named-entities (person and place names), URLs
and email addresses as well as to the presence of numerous misspellings, spoken acronyms or special-purpose
jargon which are phenomena related to the informal and ephemeral use of language in the Web 2.0 era.
For characterizing formally the distribution of VW and VW terms’ occurrences, we first consider Zipf’s law
distributions which have been traditionally used in the literature [10, 104] for various text corpora:

f(r) = K
rθ

where r is the term rank (rank 1 corresponding to the most frequent term) and θ and K are constants.
However, as can be seen in Figure 4.3 the corresponding curve for VW has a significant deviation from

Zipf’s law, i.e., from a straight line in log-log scale. This deviation is smaller for the VW curve. Similar
deviations have been already reported for web related text collections [10, 104, 8, 153, 80] and few attempts
have been made to devise more adequate distributions. [109] tried to generalize the Zipf’s law by proposing
a Zipf - Mandelbrot distribution while [87] suggested to use a Modified Power Law distribution. Although
the latter laws can approximate the slow decrease at the beginning of the curves, their tail in log-log scale is
close to a straight line, which does not fit neither to our terms’ occurrences nor to any of the distributions
in the aforementioned studies.

A stretched exponential distribution was found to better capture the tail of the distributions for both
vocabularies. It is defined as follows:

f(r) = K × e−(r/c)θ

where θ expresses how fast the slope of the curve decreases, while constant c defines the curvature: for values
closer to zero the distribution is closer to a straight line in log-log scale. To the best of our knowledge the
stretched exponential distribution has been so far utilized to study physics phenomena but has never been
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Figure 4.3: Occurrences of terms from VW and VW

associated with term distributions before, even though [86] suggests this distribution as an alternative to
power laws. The constants that lead to the best fitting curves were obtained using the chi-square test

Figure 4.4 illustrates the size growth wrt the number of items progressively stored in our warehouse for
the two vocabularies of terms. Clearly, the size of VW evolves much faster than that of VW : at the end of the
8-month period, it is 24 times bigger than the size of the former (|VW | = 61,845 while |VW | = 1,475,885).

Figure 4.4: Evolution of the two vocabularies

For VW , a rapid increase is observed for the first 140,000 items to reach the 31,000 most frequent terms
of VW , while the size barely doubles up to the end, with the inclusion of less frequent terms. On the other
hand, VW has a smoother growth: for 140,000 items VW comprises 88,000 terms, i.e. only 6% of the total
VW size which reaches almost 1.5 million terms after processing all items.

Regarding the vocabulary size, its growth is usually characterized by a Heap’s law distribution [10, 104]
(see Figure 4.4), defined as follows:

|V (n)| = K × nβ

where n is the number of collected items while K and β (values in [0, 1]) are constants depending strongly
on the characteristics of the analyzed text corpora and on the model used to extract the terms [153]. β
determines how fast the vocabulary evolves over time with typical values ranging between 0.4 and 0.6 for
medium-size and homogeneous text collections [10]. [153] reports a Heap’s law exponent lying outside this
range (β=0.16) for a 500 MB collection of documents from the Wall Street Journal.

Clearly, the Heap’s law exponent (β) of the global vocabulary is affected by the evolution of VW rather
than by VW whose size is significantly smaller (attributed to the slow acquisition of less commonly used
terms). The exponent for VW (0.675) slightly higher than those reported in the literature [10, 104] indicates
a faster increase of the vocabulary size due the aforementioned language imperfections of the items in our
testbed. It should be stressed that this behavior is also exhibited by the evolution of vocabularies related
to other user-generated textual content (such as web queries [159]). Finally, the high Heap’s law coefficient
(K) for VW is explained by the rapid vocabulary growth in the beginning due to the fast acquisition of the
very popular terms.
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Finally we also observe that the ranking of vocabulary terms does not significantly vary during the
8-month period of the study for frequent terms.

4.2 Subscription Indexes for Web Syndication Systems

The explosion of published information on the Web leads to the emergence of a Web syndication paradigm,
which transforms the passive reader into an active information collector. Information consumers subscribe
to RSS/Atom feeds and are notified whenever a piece of news (item) is published. The success of this Web
syndication now offered on Web sites, blogs, and social media, however raises scalability issues. There is a
vital need for efficient real-time filtering methods across feeds, to allow users to follow effectively personally
interesting information. We investigate three indexing techniques for users’ subscriptions based on inverted
lists or on an ordered trie. This work has been presented at EDBT’12 [61].

4.2.1 Subscription Indexes

In the pub/sub paradigm for web syndication, users submit long lasting (continuous) queries under the form
of keyword-based subscriptions. Whenever a news item is published, it gets evaluated against the set of
subscriptions submitted to the system and for every matching subscription the corresponding subscriber is
notified. The set of stored subscriptions is denoted by S and their total number by |S|. Each subscription
s ∈ S includes a set of (distinct) terms from a vocabulary VS = {t1, t2, ..., tn}. The length of s, denoted
by |s|, is the total number of (distinct) terms it contains. I = [I1, I2, ...Im] denotes the stream of incoming
news items. News item I ∈ I is also formed by a set of terms2 (I ⊆ VI , with VI the vocabulary of items).
Like [157] we make the common assumption that VS ⊆ VI . However it is worth noting that in reality, VS

may diverge from VI significantly. In this context, a match occurs if and only if all of the terms (keywords)
of a subscription s are also present in a news item I (i.e., broad match semantics).

Table 4.1: Example of keyword based subscriptions
Subscription S1(t1 ∧ t2 ∧ t4) S2(t1 ∧ t3) S3(t1 ∧ t2 ∧ t5)
(Terms) S4(t2 ∧ t4) S5(t1 ∧ t3 ∧ t6)

Consider the set of subscriptions S illustrated in Table 4.1. Matching item I = {t2, t4} against S
will result in the set of matched subscriptions SM = {S4} since t2 and t4 of S4 are contained in I. A
naive matching approach consists in testing whether the terms of every subscription are contained in the
incoming news item. Clearly, this naive solution does not scale to millions of subscriptions. For this reason,
index structures have to be found which allow to prune as early as possible non matching subscriptions.
A widely used structure is the inverted list (IL) which maintains an inverse mapping from terms tj to the
subscriptions s that contain them. It essentially confines the original search space only to subscriptions
containing at least a term present within the item being matched. In particular, we studied two variants
of IL namely the Count-based Inverted List and the Ranked-key Inverted List Additionally an Ordered Trie
structure is considered which exploits the term subset relations between subscriptions.

The technical novelty of our work comes from the thorough analysis of the complexity and experimental
evaluation of the three chosen indexes. Moreover, not only we experimentally evaluate the redundancy
saving provided by a Trie w.r.t. IL structures, but also we propose a first analysis of the ROT structure,
especially based on variation of the vocabulary, the subscription size distribution and several term occurrence
distributions.

Count-based Inverted List

Count-based Inverted List (CIL) is essentially a mapping dictionary whose key is a term tj ∈ VS and value the
corresponding posting list Postings(tj), i.e. the set of subscriptions that contain the term. Furthermore, to

2Duplicate terms in items are eliminated after sorting during items preprocessing.
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Figure 4.5: Subscription Indexes

implement broad match semantics, an additional structure has to be maintained: a counter per subscription
keeps track of the number of remaining terms to be matched for a given subscription. The structure that
maps every subscription s ∈ S to the number of remaining terms to be tested before reporting a matching
is denoted by Counter.

CIL - Construction When a new subscription s is posted to the system, a new element labeled with the
subscription identifier s is added to the posting lists of all its terms. Additionally, a new entry is inserted
into Counter with the total number of distinct terms |s| the subscription contains.

CIL - Matching Initialization consists of an exact copy of Counter into a Counter_copy. For every term
tj ∈ I, Posting(tj) is accessed. For each subscription s in Posting(tj), the corresponding subscription value
in Counter_copy is decremented. Whenever a counter reaches zero, a matching is reported.

Figure 4.5(a) depicts the CIL index for the example of Table 4.1. The posting list associated with t2 is
Postings(t2) = {S1, S3, S4}. Initially, Counter = {S1 : 3, S2 : 2, S3 : 3, S4 : 2, S5 : 3}. Consider an incoming
news item I = {t2, t4}. The subscription elements of Postings(t2) are first accessed and their corresponding
counters decremented, and thus Counter = {S1 : 2, S2 : 2,S3 : 2,S4 : 1, S5 : 3}. Finally, after processing
t4, Counter = {S1 : 1, S2 : 2, S3 : 2,S4 : 0, S5 : 3} and a matching is reported for subscription S4 since its
counter becomes 0.

Ranked-key Inverted List

In contrast to CIL, in the Ranked-key Inverted List (RIL) a subscription is added only to the posting list of the
least frequent among its terms. This term is called key of the subscription. Besides the subscription identifier,
the elements of a posting list include the set of the remaining subscription terms. This variant obviates the
need for an explicit Counter structure while accessing only the posting list of the most discriminating term of
a subscription. More precisely, for every term of an incoming item the corresponding posting list is accessed
and for each of its subscriptions it is checked whether it contains the remaining item terms. Clearly the
posting lists of the frequent terms is reduced in comparison with CIL and subscriptions are now distributed
over a large number of posting lists of medium-frequent terms.

Figure 4.5(b) depicts the RIL index for the example of Table 4.1 where the term rank in frequency
distribution is given by the term subscript (t1 has the higher rank in VS). Not all the terms have entries in
the dictionary. For instance, t1 and t2 do not appear as least frequent terms in any of the subscriptions in
S. Posting(t4) has two elements (S1 and S4) for which the remaining (more frequent) terms to be checked
are stored. With item I = {t2, t4} we start by checking for subscriptions in Posting(t4); for S1: I does not
contain t1 thus S1 is not satisfied by I. Then in the next subscription S4, t2 appears in I ′ = I − t4 = {t2}
and there are no more terms in S4 so it is reported as matching I.
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RIL - Construction When a new subscription s is posted to the system, the posting list where it should
be added is located. This implies to sort the terms of s by their rank. Then an entry labeled with the
subscription identifier s is added to the posting list of the least frequent term followed by the remaining
terms.

RIL - Matching When item I arrives its terms are sorted by their rank. In the rest of the paper, unless
otherwise specified, term subscripts are used to denote ordering. Then, the posting lists Posting(tj) of the
least frequent terms are iteratively accessed. For every subscription element of Posting(tj), it is checked
whether its remaining terms also appear in I.

Regular Ordered Trie

As an alternative to IL indexes, an OT index is capable of exploiting the term subset relations between
subscriptions in order to build a hierarchical (as opposed to a flat) search space for sets of terms taking
advantage of common prefixes of terms in subscriptions (i.e. factorization). A Trie node represents a term
and a subscription is stored at node n of the Trie iff its terms are found in the path from the root to node
n. Then, two subscription paths sharing a subset of k nodes can be merged in a single subpath of length k
(i.e. common prefix), followed by two distinct paths representing the remaining subscription terms.

Clearly, in this structure, subscriptions are stored only once and there is no need anymore for an explicit
Counter structure. Compared to the commonly used Trie structures for storing sentences on a given vo-
cabulary [79] two features characterize the Ordered Trie: (i) there is no repetition of terms in any sentence
(i.e. a subscription is a set of terms; (ii) terms in the subscriptions and therefore in the Trie are totally
ordered. This total order could be random, follow the ranking of the terms occurrence distribution in sub-
scription/new items whenever available, etc. This structure referred to as Regular Ordered Trie (ROT ) has
been investigated in a different setting [157], as discussed in Section 4.4. It was also used more recently in
data mining [16, 101].

ROT - Construction Initially, the terms of a new subscription s are sorted according to their ranking
order. Then the path corresponding to the first term of the ordered set of terms is followed from the root.
This procedure is repeated for every term tj ∈ s. If a particular path does not exist, then a new node labeled
with the term under consideration is created and inserted into the Trie structure. The node at which the
top down traversal concludes, after consuming the whole set of terms, is where s is finally stored.

ROT - Matching When a news item I arrives its terms are also sorted. The paths corresponding to all
the terms of I, whose ranks are superior to that of the term assigned to the currently considered node are
followed. For every node visited the subscriptions stored at that specific node are reported as matching.

Figure 4.5(c) depicts the ROT index for the example subscriptions of Table 4.1 where the term rank
is given by the term subscript (t1 has the highest rank in VS). Factorization leads to a single node t1 for
all subscriptions that share this term. Consider now an incoming news item I = {t2, t4} (whose terms are
already sorted). Initially, term t2 is searched as child of the root. Since such a node exists, navigation
continues by looking for a t4 child node. Since such a node also exists, the stored subscription S4 is reported
as matching. Finally, the last term t4 of I is processed and since no such path from the root exists, the
matching concludes. Collapsing single paths in the trie to single nodes should not only reduce the number
of nodes therefore the memory occupied by the index but also should accelerate matching. A variant of a
Patricia Ordered Trie (POT ) obeys this principle. The single paths corresponding to multiple nodes are
compacted into one single compact node. Each compact node is labeled with the set of terms corresponding
to the nodes in the path. For instance, nodes t2 and t4 in Figure 4.5(c) are merged in a single node labeled
with t2.t4 in POT.
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4.2.2 Analytical models

This section is devoted to analytical modeling for predicting the number of nodes of the RIL and ROT
structures presented in Section 4.2.1 as well as to predict the number of visited nodes upon matching (we
also propose an analytical model for the CIL structure). The set of parameters and notations that affect
construction time, memory requirements and matching time are summarized in Table 4.2.

|S| total number of subscriptions
|VI |, |VS | vocabulary size of items and subscriptions
|s|avg, |s|max resp. average and max. subscription length
|I | average news item length
P (tj) frequencies distribution of terms in VI

θ(k) proba. for a subscription to have a length k

σi proba. to have a term with a rank ≤ i

w(c), w(v) size of Counter/Dictionary entry
w(p), w(n) size of Subscription Posting entry/Trie Node

Table 4.2: Parameters that characterize the workload

(a) Building time

The average length of a subscription is: |s|avg = Σ
|s|max

k=1 θ(k) × k, where θ(k) is the probability that a
subscription has a length k with k ∈ [1, |s|max]. It is easy to check that the time required to insert a
subscription into CIL is O(|s|avg) (we insert |s|avg new postings and one new counter). RIL requires to sort
the terms before insertion to determine the less frequent one. Consequently an insertion is performed in
O(|s|avg × log |s|avg). The time required to insert a subscription into ROT is O(|s|avg × log |s|avg). This is
due to the fact that using a hash-based implementation of Trie nodes, the time required to sort the terms of
subscriptions dominates. Observe that indexing time for all structures is independent of the total number
of stored subscriptions |S|.

(b) Memory requirement

Let P (tj), denote the frequency of occurrences of term tj ∈ VI . It is assumed that the choice of tj ∈ s is
independent of the choice of any other term tk ∈ s. In addition let θ(k) be the probability that a subscription
has a length k with k ∈ [1, |s|max]. The probabilities that tj is one of the terms of a subscription s, denoted
by Pr(tj ∈ s) and that tj is one of the terms of at least one subscription in S denoted by Pr(tj ∈ S) are:

Pr(tj ∈ s) = 1− P (tj /∈ s)

= 1−

|s|max
∑

k=1

θ(k) × (1− P (tj))
k (4.1)

Pr(tj ∈ S) = 1− Pr(tj /∈ S)

= 1−

|S|
∏

i=1

(1− Pr(tj ∈ s))

(4.1)
= 1− (

|s|max
∑

k=1

θ(k)× (1− P (tj))
k)|S|

Then the number of terms in the vocabulary of subscriptions VS is equal to: |VS | = Σ
|VI |
j=1Pr(tj ∈ S)
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RIL Memory Requirements RIL is decomposed into the Dictionary which stores the set of terms that
are the less frequent in at least one s ∈ S, and the postings lists which store the set of subscriptions.
Since virtual nodes in CIL and RIL consist in subscription or term ids, we assume that both structures
share the same size w(p) for posting entry. Thus Size(Postings) is computed as for CIL (equation 4.3).
Size(Dictionary) is however smaller than the CIL’s one.

A subscription s belongs to a posting list Postings(tj) iff tj ∈ s and there is no term ti ∈ s with i < j.
Thus Post(s, tj), the probability that a subscription s belongs to Postings(tj) is:

Post(s, tj) =

|s|max
∑

k=1

θ(k)× k × P (tj)× (σj−1)
k−1

where σj = Σj
i=1P (ti) is the probability to have a term with a rank higher than i. Indeed, if the subscription

length is k, then there are k ways of choosing tj , the remaining terms being chosen among the terms with
higher rank. The probability to have a term tj in the Dictionary is the probability to have at least one
subscription in his Posting(tj):

Pr(tj ∈ Dictionary) = 1− (1− Post(s, tj))
|S|

So the size of the Dictionary is:

Size(Dictionary) =

|VI |
∑

j=1

(1− (1− Post(s, tj))
|S|)× w(v) (4.2)

Since each term of any subscription leads to an entry in the corresponding posting list the expected total
number of entries in the posting lists is equal to |S| × |s|avg and the size of the posting lists is equal to:

Size(Postings) = |S| × |s|avg × w(p) (4.3)

Thus the overall memory required by the index is:

Size(RIL)
(4.3,4.2)

=

|VI |
∑

j=1

1− (1− Post(s, tj))
|S| × w(v)

+|S| × |s|AVG × w(p)

Finally, when considering the length of each subscription to be stored in the posting list, we deduce:

Postings(tj) = |S|

|s|max
∑

k=1

kθ(k)× kP (tj)× (σj−1)
k−1 (4.4)

ROT Memory Requirements Although analyses of the regular trie can be found in particular in [26],
to our knowledge, the following is the first attempt to predict the expected number of nodes of a regular
ordered trie as defined in the previous section. The analysis takes into account any term distribution and
any distribution of the subscriptions length. However it does not provide a closed form. Therefore its
applicability is limited to vocabularies with size |VI | < 100 and short subscriptions with length (|s| < 12).
It turns out that this is the case when the vocabulary is restricted to the terms of an item. We show that
the analysis is useful for computing the expected time to match an item against a set of subscriptions. Let
P be a path from the root to a node in the trie representing term (labeled with) ti. Its label Λ is defined as
follows:

i) Λ = λ is the empty path label
ii) if P with label Λ is a path from root to a node labeled with ti then Λ • j is the label of a path ending

at node labeled with tj whose parent is tail(P) labeled with ti
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In the following, for short, we shall say that node j has for a prefix Λ or that j (tail(P)) has for an
address Λ • j (Λ). Let s be a subscription. There is a path in the trie with label the (ordered) sequence of
ranks of terms in s. It is noteworthy than there are possibly

(

k
k−|P |

)

subscriptions sharing prefix Λ. Given

s, Q(Λ, j) denotes the probability that the node with address Λ • j belongs to s.

Lemma 4. Q(Λ, j) =
|s|max
∑

k=|P|+1

θ(k) × Q(Λ, j, k) where Q(Λ, j, k) denotes the probability that the node with

address Λ • j belongs to a subscription with length k and is equal to: Q(Λ, j, k) =

(

k

k − |P|

)

∏

m∈P

P (tm)× P (tj)× (1− σj)
(k−|P|−1) (4.5)

We denote P (Λ, j) the probability that node n with address Λ • j exists in at least one subscription. So
node n is said to be occupied with probability P (Λ, j). Then if one observes that a node with address Λ • j
is not occupied if it is not occupied in all |S| subscriptions, we have:

P (Λ, j) = 1− (1 −Q(Λ, j))|S| (4.6)

Finally let E(Λ, j) denote the expected number of nodes of the trie with root Λ • j where j has for a prefix
Λ.

Theorem 1.

E(Λ, j) =
|VI |−|s|max+|P|

∑

m=i+1

P (Λ • j,m)× [1 + E(Λ • j,m)]

with E(Λ, j) = 0 if |P| > s or j ≥ |VI |

Indeed, if node with address Λ • i • j is occupied the expected size of the trie with root Λ • i • j is equal
to E(Λ • i, j) Last the expected size of ROT is expressed as:

Size(ROT ) = E(λ, 0)× w(n). (4.7)

(c) Matching time

RIL Matching Time Requirements The time needed to match an item I depends on the number of its
terms and the size of the corresponding postings lists. First we must sort its terms (set up phase) and then
run through the postings lists to check the inclusion of the subscriptions. The matching cost is estimated as:

T imeMatch(RIL) = T ime(Sort) + T ime(Postings)

= |I| × log |I|+ |I| ×

|VI |
∑

j=1

Size(Postings(tj))× τcomp

(4.4)
= |I| × log |I|+

|I| ×

|I|
∑

j=1

|S| ×

|s|max
∑

k=1

k × θ(k)× (k × P (tj)× σj−1)
k−1 × τchk

where τchk is the time needed to check term inclusion in I.

ROT Matching Time Requirements Given a set of subscriptions S whose length obeys distribution
Distk using vocabulary V the resulting ROT is denoted by T (S,Distk,V).

Definition 12 (Restriction of a trie). The restriction T ′(S,Distk,V ′) = ∆V ′(T (S,Distk,V)) is the subtrie
of T on vocabulary V ′ ⊂ V with same maximal depth the maximal size of a subscription |s|max.
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By definition T ′ has been pruned from terms not in V ′. It contains subscriptions s whose terms are all
in V ′ as well as subscriptions whose prefix is defined in V ′ but tail is out of V ′. All nodes of the prefix of
the latter subscriptions are occupied as well. Theorem 2 allows to predict the number of nodes visited upon
matching an item against the set of subscriptions. The set of terms of an item (V(I)) is very small: it is on
the average equal to 25 in our datasets for experiments. Then the expected number of visited nodes of the
restriction of the ROT to the vocabulary of item V(I), T ′(S,Distk,V(I)) is the expected number of nodes
visited for matching I. T is used as a short cut for T (S,Distk,V).

Theorem 2. The expected number of visited nodes for matching item I against the subscriptions of trie T
is equal to the expected number of nodes of the restriction ∆V(I)(T ) where V(I) is vocabulary of I.

Then the expected number of visited nodes for matching item I = {t1, . . . , tk} which has been sorted on
the term ranks, is expressed, using the P (Λ, j) formula 4.6, as:







V isitedNodes = E(λ, 0) where

E(λ, j) =
|I|−|s|max+1

∑

m=j+1

P (λ • j,m)× (1 + E(Λ • j,m))

The total matching time, given by equation 4.8 is equal to the time needed to sort the item’s terms and
the sum of the time spent on the visited nodes. The average time spent on a single nodes is τn.

T imeMatch(ROT ) = T ime(Sort) + T ime(Nodes)

= |I| × log |I|+ E(λ, 0)× τn (4.8)

4.2.3 Performance evaluation

The morphology study conducted with our first set of experiments, highlights the factorization gains in terms
of abstract nodes of TI compared to IL indexes. However, as we have seen in the second set of experiments,
these gains are somehow eroded, by the concrete representation requirements of nodes in memory of the three
indexes: CIL (vs. ROT) exhibits the lowest (vs. biggest) memory requirements while ROT (vs CIL) offers
better (vs. worst) matching performances. RIL appears as a good compromise with memory requirements
close to that of CIL and matching time close to ROT (and can even outperform ROT for some settings).
More precisely, for critical parameters of web syndication systems, the three indexes exhibit the following
behavior:

i) Nodes factorization is particularly important in ROT for small subscription lengths; short subscriptions
are expected to be the reality of web syndication systems as for web queries [147]. In addition, such
factorization is almost not sensitive to the order of terms chosen for building ROT;

ii) Although not affecting the number of created nodes in the three structures, the occurrence distribution
of terms seriously impacts their matching time. In particular, under the realistic assumption that terms
distribution in subscriptions follows the terms distribution in items, the search space for frequent terms
(usually appearing in English dictionaries) in CIL is extremely large compared to ROT. When terms in
subscriptions follow the same distribution as in items [63] the latter has to visit on the average three orders
of magnitude less nodes than the former. Of course, when they follow the inverse distribution, the number
of visited nodes drastically drops for both indexes;

iii) In the three indexes, the larger the vocabulary size |VS | is, the more memory is consumed. VS

additionally impacts matching time: for small vocabularies, POT outperforms RIL (resp. CIL) by an order
(resp. two orders) of magnitude; but for large vocabularies employed in web syndication systems, while CIL
matching time converges, POT matching time exponentially grows and is outperformed by RIL;

iv) finally memory and matching time scale linearly in all indexes w.r.t. the number of indexed subscrip-
tions.
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4.3 Efficient Filtering in Micro-blogging Systems

While microblogging share some characteristics with Web syndication, like a subscription and a notification
mechanism, it also presents some specificities:

• short messages: the size restriction (generally 140 characters) means that we handle short documents
(e.g. the average length of a tweet is 14.7 terms [47]), so clearly greater than bids (4-5 terms [80])
but smaller than RSS items [63], blogs (250-300 terms [98]) or Web pages (450-500 terms excluding
tags [90]);

• a social graph : a user, represented by his account, follows other accounts to be notified whenever
they publish some information. Conversely, s/he becomes a publisher for the accounts that follow him,
which results in the existence of a very large social graph. Moreover as observed in Twitter [77, 83],
users follow and unsubscribe often to other accounts;

• centralized system: The social graph is stored by the micro-blogging system. This system receives
all posts and forwards them to followers according to the graph it stores. That means the whole task
is supported by the centralized system.

In order to improve the user experience and reduce the network load, we have chosen to introduce filtering
in micro-blogging systems. The main underlying idea is that a user A follows another user B for some topics,
and consequently s/he wants to receive only a subset of B’s posts that matches his interest, expressed as
keywords. To scale, the structure must efficiently retrieve for an incoming post all followers of a publishing
account whose filter is satisfied by the post. This work is as far as we know, the first attempt to propose such
a structure that combines the social graph and keyword-based filters in a micro-blogging system, considering
the main characteristics of such a system. This work has been published in SSDBM’12 [32].

Motivating example

We present here an example of a social graph that we will use to illustrate our different proposals. Michel
decides to follow two very active accounts, namely CNN and AFP (Agence France Press). These breaking
news accounts publish dozens of posts every day about various topics. Since AFP is known as a reliable
source with early breaking news, CNN follows AFP and retrieves all its posts. Conversely, AFP has a
poorer cover in the IT and movies areas and relies on the posts issued by CNN , only for these two domains,
i.e., a small part of the posts published by CNN . To avoid flooding due to CNN and AFP , Michel would
like to receive only posts concerning politics, IT and movies from CNN and only posts about politics from
AFP . Cedric follows a very small number of accounts, including AFP from which he wants to receive sport
news. Finally Ryadh is a PhD student, with a large social network that includes his supervisor, Cedric.
To keep some time to work on his PhD thesis, he filters information from all the accounts he follows. For
instance he filters out the posts from Cedric to keep only those about IT (see Figure 4.6).

4.3.1 Data model

In this Section we introduce our micro-blogging model and our content filtering based on keyword queries.

Micro-blogging system

Basically a micro-blogging system like Twitter can be represented as a directed graph G=(N, E) where the
set of nodes N represent the users (accounts) of the system and the set of edges E ⊆ N ×N represent the
“following” relationships. More precisely a directed edge e=(u, v) exists from a node u to a node v if the user
whose account is u is notified whenever the user whose account is v publishes a piece of news (u receives v ’s
updates).
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In the following we blur the distinction between a user, an account and a node. For a node n, we define
Γ+(n) the set of nodes followed by n, i.e., its successors in G as

Γ+ : N → 2N ,Γ+(n) = {n′|(n, n′) ∈ E}

We define similarly Γ−(n) the set of nodes that follow n (predecessors). Each node produces micro-
blog pieces of information, called posts in the following. A post is defined as a sequence of terms p =<
t0, t1, t2, . . . , ti >. We denote by P the set of posts and by VP the posts vocabulary. Note that we do
not rely on the terms order for matching and consequently we consider the bag of terms of the post p =
{t0, t1, t2, . . . , ti} rather than the term sequence in the following. The posts sequence of a node n, denoted
ns, refers to the the chronologically sorted sequence of posts ns =< p0, p1, p2, . . . , pi >, published by n.

Filters

To improve micro-blogging systems user experience and to reduce network load, we propose keyword-based
filters. A filter F in our system is represented as a set of distinct terms F = {t1, t2, ..., tn} where each term
ti belongs to the filter vocabulary denoted by VF . The length of F , denoted by |F |, is the total number of
(distinct) terms it contains. Like [157], we make the common assumption that VF ⊆ VP . F denotes the set
of filters, excluding the filter ⊥ that matches all posts, i.e., ⊥= VP . A labeling function label associates a
filter to each edge of the social graph G:

label : E → F ∪ ⊥

We name the social graph whose edges are labeled by filters the filtered social graph (FSG). Note that
the filters are associated to the edges which allows a user to express different interests (i.e., filters) w.r.t.
the source considered. For instance the user Michel wants to retrieve all posts from CNN concerning
IT, politics and movies and only these ones, and from AFP only posts about politics. Thus we have
label(Michel, CNN) = {IT, politics,movies} and label(Michel, AFP ) = {politics}. Figure 4.6 illustrates
the FSG for the example given of Fig 4.6.

CNN AFP

{IT, politics,

Ryadh

Cedric

movies}
{politics}

{IT}

{sport}
{IT,movies}

Michel

⊥

Figure 4.6: A filtered social graph

Notification

We consider a disjunctive logic for the notification: the user is notified when s/he follows an account that
publishes a post which matches at least one of the terms of his filter. Extensions to introduce conjunctions
or negations are part of future work. Formally, we define the notification as follows.

Definition 13 (Notification). The set of nodes N to be notified for an incoming post p at node n is:

N (n, p) = {n′ ∈ N |(n′, n) ∈ E, ∃t ∈ p, t ∈ label(n′, n)}
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4.3.2 Filter indexing

Currently the indexing scheme used in widespread micro-blogging systems like Twitter allows to efficiently
retrieve for a publishing user n the set Γ−(n) of followers in graph G. These systems mainly rely on a hash-
based index on the node id that allows to retrieve the list of followers of this node (see [1] for a Twitter
architecture presentation for instance). [139] reports an average query size of 1.64 terms for the searches
issued on the Twitter search engine. Assuming an average filter size similar to this value and over 300 millions
of users, the problem is how to efficiently determine the set Γ−(n) of followers based now on the graph FSG.
This issue must be especially tackled for users with a large number of followers since the notification process
time largely increases due to the containment relation to be checked.

We propose and compare 3 different index structures that extend the existing graph structure storage
to manage post filtering. To achieve notification at runtime, regarding the high incoming rate of posts (e.g.
Twitter reports some peaks with more than 7,000 tweets a second in 20113), we consider structures that fit
in memory. It discarded tree-based solutions (see for instance [61] for a hash-based vs tree based memory
requirement comparison in an RSS context). Our proposals are based on inverted lists which benefit from
factorization and could be deployed on existing systems whose graph structure is already implemented as an
inverted list. Our three variants of inverted lists exploit different factorizations: follower’s ids, publisher’s
ids or term’s. Since we effectively store terms’ ids and not the terms themselves (we use a mapping table to
retrieve the term associated to an id) we consider in the following that all entries, follower’s ids, publisher’s
ids or term’s ids, require the same space (a 8 − byte integer in our implementation to fit Twitter’s current
ids). We denote by θdir, θlist and θentry the size of respectively a directory, a list and an entry (follower’s,
publisher’s or term’s ids).

The PTF-index

In the PTF -index, (as Publisher−Term−Follower index), a key in the inverted list is an account n ∈ N ,
and the value is the corresponding posting list PostingsPTF (n). We factorize the posting list on the terms,
so each term t is associated to a list of the followers of n that choose t as a filter for the posts of n. So
PostingsPTF (n) = {(t1, {n1

t1, n
2
t1 , . . .}), (t2, {n

1
t2 , n

2
t2 , . . .}), . . .}, with nj

ti ∈ Γ−(n) and ti ∈ label(nj
ti, n).

Example

Figure 4.7 shows the PTF-index structure that corresponds to our example of Figure 4.6.

politics MichelCNN

AFP

Michel

Cedric

Ryadh

directory

movies AFP Michel

politics Michel sport Cedric

IT AFP Michel

IT Ryadh

Figure 4.7: The PTF-index

PTF-index memory requirement
Let ϕ be the average number of followers for a user, and τ the average number of filter terms for a (pub-
lisher,follower) pair. Our index consists of N posting lists, each posting must store the ϕ×τ filters associated

3http://yearinreview.twitter.com/en/tps.html
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to a publisher, like in PFT -index, with a factorization on the different terms. If we assume that all fol-
lowers of a publisher use distinct filters, the size of PostingsPTF (n) is ϕ × τ . However we observe that
followers generally express similar interests when they decide to follow a given publisher and consequently
the number of distinct filters for a publisher is lower than this upper bound. We assume like in many
other text-based/keyword-based application that the total number of terms in a posting list follows a Heaps’
law [10, 104], i.e., |PostingsPTF (n)| = k × T β, where k and β are constants and T is the total number of
terms in the posting. Heaps’ coefficients k and β depend strongly on the characteristics of the analyzed text
corpora and their value in our micro-blogging system has to be determined in future work. Note that β is
between 0 and 1 (generally in [0.4, 0.6]), so the higher the number of followers is, the better factorization
is achieved. This is particularly expected in our filtering system where many users filter out on the same
terms. Since the number of terms in PostingsPTF (n) is N × (ϕ × τ) and the number of entries indexed is
always N × ϕ× τ , we deduce that:

∆PTF
memory(FSG) = N × θdir + (N × k × (ϕ× τ)β)× θlist + (N × ϕ× τ)× θentry (4.9)

PTF-index matching time
Consider an incoming post p published by the user n. We access the posting list of the publisher n
PostingsPTF (n). Then for each entry (ti, {n1

ti , . . . , n
k
ti) we check if p contains ti. Whenever this happens we

notify each nj
ti from the entry ti. Thus the average matching time is:

∆PTF
time (FSG, p) = |p| × k × (ϕ× τ)β (4.10)

PTF-index insertion/deletion time
To insert a new filter t we scan the posting list PostingsPTF (n) until we find the entry that corresponds to t.
Adding a new filter consists in appending the id of the follower that formulates this filter t to the corresponding
list. If the term does not exists in PostingsPTF (n), a new entry for this term is added. Deleting requires
an additional scan of the list of followers, on average (ϕ × τ)/|PostingsPTF (n)|. Potentially it leads to the
deletion of a term’s entry. Consequently the costs are respectively:

∆PTF
insert(FSG) = k × (ϕ× τ)β/2 (4.11)

∆PTF
delete(FSG) = k × (ϕ× τ)β/2 + (ϕ× τ)/(k × (ϕ× τ)β)

The PFT and TPF-indexes

We also propose and study 2 other indexing structures, namely the PFT-index and the TPF-index. PFT -
index corresponds to a factorization first on each publisher, and then for each publisher a second factorization
on the followers’ids.

We obtain for this structure the following complexities:

∆PFT
memory(FSG) = N × θdir + (N × ϕ)× θlist + (N × ϕ× τ)× θentry (4.12)

∆PFT
time (FSG, p) = ϕ× (|p| × τ) (4.13)

TPF -index corresponds to a factorization first on the term fromVF , and then for each term a second
factorization on the publishers’ids. We make the common assumption that the distribution of terms in the
set of filters follows the Zipf law [10, 104], and that the number of publishers that are filtered out on a
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given term is proportional to the term frequency. We also assume that |VF | ≫ 1. We obtain the following
complexities:

∆TPF
memory(FSG) = (k × (N × ϕ× τ)β)× θdir

+ (γ × ln(k × (N × ϕ× τ)β))× θlist + (N × ϕ× τ)× θentry (4.14)

∆TPF
time (FSG, p) = |p| × (γ × ln(k × (N × ϕ× τ)β)/2)/2 (4.15)

4.3.3 Experiments

In collaboration with Forth Institute (Heraklion, Crete)4 we gathered data on Twitter over a four month-
period using the Twitter streaming API5. We generated a complete Twitter graph + tweets dataset by
merging this data with graph structures from other datasets available on the Web. We obtained a dataset
with 2.1 million users, 15.7 million tweets and more than 148,5 million graph edges. To generate filters we
make the assumption that the average filter size (number of distinct terms that labeled an edge in the filtered
social graph) corresponds to the average number of terms used on twitter querying API [139]. We decide to
generate filter terms for a follower among the most frequent and significative terms (we discarded urls, terms
from the common language, Web shortcuts, . . . ) in the posts of the publisher he follows. Our rationale is
that we usually follow a publisher because he provides some tweets that match one of our interests. The
main conclusion of our experiments are:

i) memory requirement: TPF -index appears as the structure with the lower memory requirements.
Many filters are shared by a significant number of users which allows a better factorization, on the terms
first. The memory occupancy grows linearly with τ for PFT and PTF indexes. Indeed, increasing τ
does not impact the directory size that depends only on the number of publishers, i.e., N . Oppositely τ
has a low impact on the TPF -index. All structures exhibit a linear growth with N . The factorization
on terms’id in a posting list is more efficient than the one on follower’s id which explains the best
gradient for PTF compare to PFT . For TPF after a short initialization step that corresponds to the
creation of the different entries of the directory and the different elements of the posting list, increasing
N leads only to add new posting entries. This explains a linear growth with a lower gradient.

ii) matching time: TPF -index exhibits poor matching performances since with around 2.5 ms a post,
it can handle less than 400 posts a second, so far from being scalable. For each term of the post we
retrieve a large posting list with potentially as many elements as existing publishers N . Oppositely
PTF -index quickly retrieves the followers to be notified: it handles a post in 15 µs, so is able to manage
peaks up to 66K posts a second. We notice that both PFT and PTF -index have a constant matching
time with N . Indeed, increasing N only impact the directory by adding new directory entries, but the
posting lists keep a constant number of elements and for each element a constant number of entries.
TPF -index exhibits better performance than PFT -index for N lower than 900k. The matching time
with TPF -index increases sub-linearly w.r.t. N for the same reasons as with τ .

4.4 Related work

Several indexes have been proposed for matching efficiently structured (i.e. attribute-value pairs) or un-
structured (i.e. keywords) subscriptions with incoming items, commonly called Publish/Subscribe. The goal
of our matching is to find all subscriptions fully contained in an incoming item and not to find the most
synthetic or relevant subscriptions (that may be useful for the inverse matching problem of documents to

4We thank Vassilis Christophides for his support and helpful comments
5http://dev.twitter.com/
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queries). Neighborhood topics such as LCA/SLCA or top-k keyword queries are left for future work since
they can be applied only on semi-structured text (e.g. XML) or support approximate subscription match-
ing. None of the related works provide an exhaustive experimental evaluation of the most suited indexes
supporting broad matching semantics as our proposal. Mostly, they rely on CI schemes rather than on a
TI structure, since memory requirement is larger for TI than CI systems. For example, Le Subscribe [113]
system employs a CI index on predicates where subscriptions match by counting contained predicates. But
all partially matching subscriptions are examined, and some optimizations have been proposed which group
subscriptions according to their size with several variants: by focusing on disjunctive predicates [21], by guid-
ing cost-based algorithms with statistics on subscriptions and incoming events [44], or by sorting matching
lists and subscription ids in lists in order to skip unmatching ids quickly [151].

In [7], a TI with a two phase matching of conjunctive subscriptions has been proposed, assuming a fixed
total ordering among subscription predicates. The pre-processing phase creates a matching tree over the
subscription predicates, in which nodes are predicates. This TI’s matching time complexity is sub-linear,
with respect to the number of indexed subscriptions. [70] proposes a two-level TI partitioning of the
subscriptions, taking advantage that in most applications events have only a few ’relative’ attributes. This
allows to efficiently identify a small subset of matching subscriptions. Multi-dimensional TI [148, 99] rely on
spatial reduction of the search space to points (for subscriptions) and range queries (for incoming events).
[99] extends this index for conjunctive predicates for a Pub/Sub ranked version.

Few Pub/Sub systems have been proposed for keyword-based subscriptions. Most noteworthy is the
SIFT [158] selective dissemination of text documents whose alternative indexes have been thoroughly stud-
ied [157]. Those studies are only based on disk implementations of (a) the ranked key Counter-Less IL in
which subscriptions are sorted on their smallest rank keyword, (b) the Regular Trie and (c) the Regular
Ordered Trie (ROT), but not the POT (our Patricia Trie variant). It is expected that this ordering leads
to many more common prefixes between subscriptions. In contrast to the disk-based approach, we chose
a main memory implementation since it enhances the performance when scaling up to a large number of
subscriptions (about 10M). The main differences in their observed behavior are due to (a) the size of the
incoming set of words (52 in average for web syndication [63] vs 12K in text documents), (b) the size of
the subscription vocabulary (1,5M in web syndication vs. 18,000 in text documents), and (c) the distribu-
tion of terms’ occurrences. This explains why authors observe that ROT matching takes significantly more
time than IL indexes as documents take more I/O to be read. The only work exploiting CI ranks informa-
tion of terms occurrence distribution in order to optimize subscription matching by clustering techniques is
presented in [66]. This proposal does not scale in our context due to our vocabulary size.

On the other hand, ILs have been exploited in [80] for indexing advertisement bids in sponsored search.
This optimization relies on a multi-term indexing which combinations are the most frequent in the bids.
Since the number of index probes grows exponentially with query size, authors consider a maximum length
on indexed term combinations and propose a mapping scheme that reorganizes bids sharing the same subset
of terms to the same data nodes based on a memory access cost model. Clearly this optimization does not
scale in our setting given that the number of incoming items (on average 25-36 terms) are clearly larger than
web queries (on average 2-3 terms [14]).

The recent success of Twitter and the important amount of user-generated content it handles have
attracted the interest of the researchers’ community making micro-blogging one of the trending research
topics in the last few years. First studies attempt to capture the main characteristics of micro-blogging
systems and analyzed the behavior of the users [69, 84, 85, 63, 149]. [69] presents one of the first studies
that looked inside Twitter. It shows for instance that users with similar intentions connect with each other.
[84] studied the following behavior and information diffusion patterns for a consequent snapshot of the entire
Twittersphere. They also implement the PageRank algorithm on top of Twitter users. Other works focus on
the lexical aspect of Twitter language and find similarities with SMS language [85], [63]. [149] investigates
the semantics of the twitter links, and finds that the retweet relation is a stronger indicator of the topical
interest than the following behavior. We strongly rely on these works to propose structures that exploit
micro-blogging characteristics, and to explain some experimental results.

Some papers improve data presentation to the users and attempt to avoid user flooding [133, 126, 12, 150,
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145]. [133] presents a clustering and classification of tweets based on the users profile. It relies on a trained
classifier to route an upcoming tweet to a predefined class. Classification can be also based on breaking news
topics. In [126] for instance, the authors describe a technique for concept extraction from noisy source, and
apply it to retrieve news from Twitter data. [150, 12] propose techniques to compute the user influence in
Twitter and to rank tweets according to the user influence. [145] presents a filtering approach which takes
advantage of the retweet behavior to bring more important tweets forward. All these approaches aim at
avoiding the user flooding but do not diminish the number of delivered messaged by the centralized system.
Oppositely our approach propose a scalable structure that handle the filtering process on the server’s side
reducing drastically the number of posts delivered.

More generally, the problem of delivering Web 2.0 data over an underlying graph has also been treated
in several papers. [131] considers high frequency update feeds. Authors propose a method to selectively
materialize user events over streams in order to handle the scalability of such systems (Twitter’s timeline
works that way6). [19] introduce the evaluation of graph constraints in content-based publish/subscribe
systems. Authors suppose that the publishers and subscribers are connected by a directed graph (like
in micro-blogging systems) and they implemented algorithms to efficiently evaluate constraints. Another
filtering technique is presented by [58] where authors process top-k algorithms on top of Web 2.0 streams by
considering the real-time aspect of such data. [61] proposes and compares indexing schemes for a pub/sub
system that scales to millions of users and high publication rates. Our context is quite different since we
have very short messages (posts) and extremely short queries (filters) but with a number of users and queries
much more important.

6http://blog.evanweaver.com/2010/08/12/distributed-systems-primer-update/
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Chapter 5

Conclusion

Work in progress. . .

My work mainly focuses on index structures applied in different contexts. My earlier work has concerned
more traditional applications: multi-dimensional indexing and pattern matching in textual data. I proposed
for multi-dimensional distributed indexes, namely the SD-Rtree and the DKD-Tree. The later has still to
be experimentally validated. As a future work we could consider how the DKD-Tree could be adapted for
social network context. The intuition would be to associate a dimension with a topic in a pub/sub system
A score for this dimension corresponds to the publishing activity on this topic for the given pub/sub source.
Another idea would be to adapt the DKD-Tree for users in a social network like Twitter or Facebook where
a vector summarizes the interests of the user. DKD-Tree then allows to efficiently retrieve respectively the
source to subscribe for a given topic in a pub/sub system, or a user with similar interest to follow in social
network applications.

In the context of pattern matching application I first considered large text datasets indexing, for which
I proposed the AS-Index (and its variants). I also proposed an extension of the traditional KMP algorithm
by introducing variables to perform matching on-the-fly on sequences. While these topics are less central in
my current work I believe that some applications in social data management could benefit from this work
like item filtering in pub/sub systems for instance.

I am currently mainly involved in the social data management topic, with my PhD students Zeinab and
Ryadh. With Zeinab we are investigating the approximate answering in pub/sub, i.e. we intend to notify
subscriptions even if the incoming item does not contain all terms from the subscription. We are facing
the following problems: (i) how to weight the different terms from a subscription to decide whether the
matching score is sufficient for a notification, (ii) how to adapt our index to store term importance scores
and to efficiently compute matching scores. We are also working on the diversification problem. Basically in
applications where the subscriber is flooded by incoming items, we want to notify him only with items that
contain information that enriches information already acquired and minimizes redundancy.

With Ryadh we are considering recommendation in micro-blogging systems. Starting with our proposal
(see [32]) we want to recommend publishing accounts to a given user, based on his interest expressed as filters
on other accounts. Starting from the Katz score [74, 91] used for link prediction, we define a recommendation
score that takes into account (a) the length on the path from the user to the candidate for recommendation
in the social graph, (b) the publishing profile of the candidate, (c) the similarity of the filters encounter on the
path. To efficiently recommend accounts to a new user (or a user that expresses a new interest) we rely on
a landmark approach used in the context of the social graph to fastly estimate shortest paths [127, 53, 141].
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Chapter 5. Conclusion

Future research area: Open/Big/Linked data

I am particularly interest by another emerging issue: Open/Big/linked data. Launched by the president
Obama in 2009 who wanted to offer openness on the usage of public money, this phenomenon quickly
spreads worldwide. In 2011 for instance, French government creates an open data portal, so as 14 large
French cities. Open data are generally unstructured and offered in a raw format. In this context I would
like to work on two particular issues:

1. information retrieval: how to retrieve relevant information in a large collection distributed on several
sites (without any common data representation)? To efficiently query this data, we should consider
indexing techniques for plain-text data or for preliminary extracted keywords, in a distributed archi-
tecture;

2. de-identification: the danger for open data has been illustrated by Lantanya Sweeney who showed
in 1997 that we can identify 87% of the population simply with a Zip code, a birth date and the
gender. Netflix and AOL scandals are other examples of the identification issues when collecting more
and more personal data. Of course, more numerous the available open data are, the easier it would
be to deduce your identity by combinating data apparently armless. This slows down the open data
expansion since user are afraid of publishing any piece of information. Consequently I would like to
work on the confidentiality, and especially the de-identification, in this context, and to propose a (semi-
)automated technique for detecting and de-identifying data. Regarding the increasing amount of open
data, I consider this technique must be tightly combinated with indexing schema.
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